Products that help children with special needs be happy, confident & future ready!

Shop online www.Got-SpecialKIDS.com or call 888-237-4988
Go! HugglePod HangOut 6031

Kids benefit from enclosed, comfortable spaces: Kids can curl up for a quiet moment to read or relax, or play games with their friends and family.

Roomy + Comfortable: Fits multiple kids for maximum fun; 250 lbs. max. weight limit. Easy-To-Pack: Take it camping, the beach, grandma’s, or to the backyard. All you need is a sturdy tree branch or pole.

Led String Lights Inside: LED string lights inside the canopy creates a cozy atmosphere at night or in a darkened room.

Available in Bright Blue, Minty Green, Terracotta $199.00
Add $20 for super-comfy interior cushion.

Exciting New Products!

OiDroids - Pop Out & Build Robots 6012
iDroids are simple and fun to build – just pop out each character, follow the icons for the pre-crossed folds either away or together and join the tabs to the slots. $9.49

Parachute with Handles 6072
Build teamwork & motor skills.
6ft $17.49 12ft $44.89
20ft $79.99

Artificial Aquarium Bubble Tube 6035
Watch the fake fish swim in this brightly colored LED Bubble Tube.
3ft $60.65 $119.99
6ft $606.8 $340.00

Red Rocker Toddler Bridge 6038
A fun rocking tatter-totter on one side and a toddler bridge on the other. $154.00

SurfFloor Tiles $350
Color, design, and play combine into one sensory experience. $29.95 each set of 4 $114.00

LED Teddy Bear 6063
Make big-even giant bubbles! $94.89

Trauma Reaction Cards 6040
Tool to assist understanding & identifying reactions to trauma & stressful events. $19.89

Bubble Loop 6041
These are the most incredible bubbles you’ll ever see. $51.98

Interested in a multi-sensory room?

Let us do the work! We offer free consultation and design services. Our team can create a custom solution to fit your needs, goals and budget. We will provide a detailed quotation and scale drawing. We can also assist with installation and training. Our sensory room questionnaire is located on our homepage.

Looking for a product not listed in our catalog? Contact us we are always adding new products!

Got-SpecialKIDS.com
info@got-specialkids.com
Toll-Free: 888-237-4988
International +1-513-881-6363
Fax 513-881-7010

10052 Commerce Park Dr. Cincinnati, OH 45246
Products that support fine motor development by strengthening the muscles in the fingers & hands, developing wrist movement & flexibility.

- Fidgets
- Pencil Grips
- Writing Slant Boards
- Cost-saving fidget bags

**Stretchy Mice & Cheese**
2762
Work the mice through the cheese to warm up fingers. Age 5+ $4.00

**Animal Critter Puffs**
3458
4 Assorted styles. Cute & squishable. Age 3+ $2.00 ea
Set of 4: $6.50

**Atom Ball**
3155
A quiet & squishy fidget. Colors vary. Age 4+ $1.99

**Rainbow Pom Fidget Ball**
3941
Fun to squeeze, toss and catch. Age 3+ $3.49

**Stress Less Gel Balls**
4015
Squishy fun. Age 5+ $4.69

**Happy Face Gel Stress Ball**
5086
Increase focus and lessen anxiety. Age 5+ $4.69

**Pop Tube**
3169
Bendable, snapable & fun. Assorted colors; single $1.34
Set of 5 $6.35 Set of 12 $14.99

**Giant Stress Ball**
5082
Squishy, bouncy, 2½” translucent ball with light when tapped or bouncing. Age 5+ $2.49

**Boinks**
2864
Nylon tubes that bend, stretch & boink. Age 4+ 5” single $1.00. Set of 20 $15
Super Boink 7” 3173
Single $1.40. Set of 20: $25

**Mindsweep Light Up Ball**
5092
3” light up ball with non-replaceable batteries. Age 3+ $4.99

**Light Up Asterix Ball**
4004
3” light up ball with non-replaceable batteries. Age 3+ $4.99

**Light Up Animal Sound Ball**
4003
Assorted animal styles with light & sound. Age 3+ $2.99

**Atom Ball**
3157
Uniquely designed with multi-colored bands. Age 3+ Options: flashing or non-flashing $3.49

**DNA Ball**
3521
Squishy stress ball filled with neon spheres. Age 5+ $3.99

**Light Up DNA**
3843
$5.99

**Bendeez**
3955
Bend into any shape you can imagine. Age 3+ $2.79

**Mini Bendable Fidget**
3622
Fireman, Policeman or Astronaut. Assorted Colors. Age 3+ $4.49
Set of 3: $12.00

**Bendezz**
3955
Bend into any shape you can imagine. Age 3+ $2.79

**U Fidget**
4006
Hours of mind bending puzzle fun. Age 5+ $2.45

**Wacky Tracks**
3167
Bend, form and click this durable plastic chain. Age 5+ $4.69

**Bug Out Bob**
3230
Squeeze & his eyes, nose & ears pop out. Age 3+ $3.99
**Hand Strengthening**

- **Body Sport Therapy Putty**
  - Use as a stress ball, squeeze toy, or as therapy putty for improving fine motor skills and concentration. Ages 3+. Available in 6 glow in the dark colors.
  - **Thinking Putty** 4025
    - $2.89
  - **Super Magnetic Thinking Putty** 5032
    - Thinking putty with amazing magnetic properties. Quick Silver, Strange Attractor, Tidal Wave. Ages 6+. **$12.99**
  - **Mini Thinking Putty** 4033
    - Available in 12 colors. **$2.89**

- **Eggsercizer** 3228
  - Improve grip strength, increase dexterity. Orange Extra-Soft; Green Soft; Blue Medium; Plum Firm. **$8.49 each, Set of 4 $30.89**

- **Screw-Its Pencil Toppers** 5354
  - Fingers can pull, slide, twist, spin nuts & bolts. Set of 5 **$8.99**, Set of 10 **$17.49**

- **Mini What Z’It Animal** 5364
  - Case of 12 **$46.00**

- **Precious Metals Thinking Putty** 5051
  - Thinking Putty with glistening metallic sparkles. Ages 3+. Copper Crush, Good as Gold, Pure Platinum. **$9.49**

- **What Z’It Building** 5366
  - Single **$4.19**, Pack of 3 **$12.30**, Case of 12 **$46.99**

- **What Z’It** 2468
  - Bright & colorful wooden blocks strung together with elastic. Age 3+
  - Single **$3.69**, Pack of 3 **$10.77**, Pack of 12 **$40.38**, Case of 24 **$76.32**

- **Mini What Z’It** 5363
  - Single **$3.29**, Pack of 3 **$9.60**, Pack of 12 **$38.28**, Case of 24 **$74.40**

- **Spiky Glove** 2760
  - Looks scary, but it’s soft and stretchy. Assorted colors **$5.95**

- **Gyrobi Fidget** 5105
  - A quiet and colorful spinning fidget. **$3.79**

- **Squeeze Banana** 5404
  - Another great item for fidgety hands. **$3.99**

- **Desk Buddy** 6077
  - A ruler, fidget and chewy all in one. **$8.69**

- **Desk Buddy** 6077
  - A ruler, fidget and chewy all in one. **$8.69**

- **Loopeez** 6019
  - A small, light fidget that fits in the palm of your hand. **$3.89**

- **Therasphere Ball** 5321
  - Flashing anti-stress that light up when bounced or tapped. **$3.99**

- **Digi Flex** 3120
  - Develops isolated finger strength, flexibility, & coordination. Options: Yellow-Extra Light; Red-Light; Green Medium; Blue Heavy; Black Extra Heavy. **$18.95**

- **Tangle Kit** 3387
  - Tangle products together in a convenient nylon tote. **$36.97**

- **Screw-Its Pencil Toppers** 5354
  - Twist and turn these screw tops for a little stress relief. **Set of 4 $1.99**

- **What Z’It**
  - **Fidget Cube** 5023

- **Fidget Cube** 5023

- **Wooden Fidget Puzzle** 3172
  - For anywhere, anytime fidgeting. Age 3+ **$2.99**
# Handwriting Aids

- **Ultra Safe Scissors 3657**
  
  A safety shield allows blades to be sharp & useful. $4.99

- **Mini Easy-Grip 3964**
  
  Ideal for using weak grip or poor hand grip or poor hand strength. $6.49

- **Pencil Grip 1117**
  
  Set of 3. $5.49

- **Crossover Grip 3653**
  
  Includes Crossover Grip; Pinch Grip & Pencil Grip. $5.37

- **Soft Foam Grip 4003**
  
  Set of 12. $4.49

- **Jumbo Pencil Grip 6003**
  
  Regular 3006 or Metallic 3136. Set of 3. $5.55

- **Groovy Grip 5063**
  
  Set of 3. $5.49

- **Triangle Grip 6004**
  
  Set of 12. $4.49

- **Handiwriter 3889**
  
  Consists of a stretch knit band, with a charm on a cord. $3.99

- **Advantage Economy Slant Board 2812**
  
  12” x 12” $31.99
  
  18” x 12” $36.99

- **Advantage Stackable Aluminum Slant Board 3503**
  
  12” x 12” $34.99
  
  12” x 16” $44.99

- **Aluminum Adjustable Slant Board 3504**
  
  Sturdy, collapsible & adjustable. 12” x 15” $60.21

# Fidget Bags

- **Teen & Young Adult Fidget Bag 3727**
  
  A bag full of fidgets great for teens & adults. $44.95
  
  • Thinking Putty • Stress Less Gel Ball
  
  • Tangle Totally Textured • Color Wheel Timer
  
  • Y Ball • Wooden Fidget Puzzle

- **Soft Foam Grip 4003**
  
  Set of 12. $4.49

- **Jumbo Pencil Grip 6003**
  
  Regular 3006 or Metallic 3136. Set of 3. $5.55

- **Groovy Grip 5063**
  
  Set of 3. $5.49

- **Triangle Grip 6004**
  
  Set of 12. $4.49

- **Handiwriter 3889**
  
  Consists of a stretch knit band, with a charm on a cord. $3.99

- **Advantage Economy Slant Board 2812**
  
  12” x 12” $31.99
  
  18” x 12” $36.99

- **Advantage Stackable Aluminum Slant Board 3503**
  
  12” x 12” $34.99
  
  12” x 16” $44.99

- **Aluminum Adjustable Slant Board 3504**
  
  Sturdy, collapsible & adjustable. 12” x 15” $60.21

# Classroom Fidget Bag 3328

A great fidget bag to keep restless hands occupied during study time. $66.95

- **Bendy man**
- **Stretchy Mice & Cheese**
- **Super Boinks x 10**
- **Wooden Fidget Puzzle**
- **Wacky Tracks**
- **Stress Less Gel Ball**
- **Ooze Tube Timer**
- **Spaghetti Ball**
- **U Fidget • Twiddle**
- **Mini Bendable Figure (Policeman, Firefighter, or Astronaut)**

# OT Fidget Bag Product 5349

11 Fidgets in a convenient nylon tote. $30

- **Rainbow Pom Fidget**
- **Stress Puck**
- **Pop Tube**
- **Spaghetti Pasta**
- **DNA Ball**
- **Tactile Atom Ball**
- **Gyrobi Fidget**
- **Spiral Drops Timer**
- **Spiky Therapy Ball**
- **Mini Thinking Putty (2)**

# Grab & Go Fidget Bag 3991

Handy, On-the-Go Quiet Fidget Bag! $20

- **Stretchy Mice & Cheese**
- **Animal Critter Puff • Boinks (2)**
- **Tangle Jr. • Bendy Man**
- **Floating Color Timer**

# Quiet Fidget Bag 3221

A bag full of quiet tactile sensory input. $31.99

- **Spiky Glove**
- **Bug Out Bob**
- **Rainbow Fidget Pom • Animal Critter Puff**
- **Tactile Atom Ball • Spaghetti Ball**
- **Stretchy Mice and Cheese**
- **Stress Pucks (2)**

# Mini Classroom Fidget Bag 5382

A great fidget bag to keep restless hands occupied during study time. $20

- **Stretchy Mice & Cheese • Pop Tube**
- **Tactile Atom Ball • Tangle Jr.**
- **Stress Puck • Floating Timer**
- **Mini Thinking Putty**
GROSS MOTOR SKILLS

Products that support large muscle development which encourages whole body movement. Core stabilizing muscles needed to perform everyday functions such as standing, walking, running & sitting upright.

- Swings
- Crash Pads
- Ball Pits
- Bean Bag chairs

Rainbow IRI Hammock Chair 3706
Closed-weave suspension for added safety. Up to 175lb. Age 3+ $52.89

Colombian Hammock Chair 3713
Comfy, cotton hammock swing for calming relaxation. Up to 285lb Seating length 47”, Seating width 33”, Length of the bar 3’ Colors: Blue & White, Cove Pebble, Blue & Orange $89.99

Swing suspension equipment needs to be purchased separately. Got-SpecialKIDS recommends that you consult with a qualified professional to determine the best way to hang a swing in your home.

Moon Swing 3695
Stand, kneel or ride! Be creative 18” dia. 48”L; working load 200lb. $239.99

Soft Taco Swing 3248
Junior Length 54” (for children up to 4.5’ tall; 220 lbs) $169.99
Adult Length 72” (for children over 4.5’ tall; 350lbs) $199.99

Cuddle Swing 3126
Provide deep touch pressure & vestibular stimulation Children’s (up to working load 200lbs) $169.99
Adults (up to working load 300lbs) $229.00

Plywood Platform Swing 3247
Light yet sturdy enough to hold 3 people. Junior: Up to 350lbs; dimensions (20”x16”x6”) $174.00
Adult: Up to 450lbs; dimensions (20”x19”x6”) $266.99
Plywood Platform works well with the Junior and PortaPod Swing Frames (3018)

Budget Platform Swing 3138
Economical version of the classic OT swing 31”x31” base. 59” height from swing base to top; Swing Weight: 18lb Working load 200lbs $284.99

Go Hugglepod Hangout 6031
Up to 250lb; Colors: Bright Blue, Minty Green or Terracotta $169.00

Acrobat Swing 5904
Can be hung from two, three or four attachment points. $474.99

Airwalker 2591
Experience suspension & weightlessness. Up to 200lbs $284.99

Got-SpecialKIDS recommends that you consult with a qualified professional to determine the best way to hang a swing in your home.

Rainbow IRI Hammock Chair 3706
Closed-weave suspension for added safety. Up to 175lb. Age 3+ $52.89

Colombian Hammock Chair 3713
Comfy, cotton hammock swing for calming relaxation. Up to 285lb Seating length 47”, Seating width 33”, Length of the bar 3’ Colors: Blue & White, Cove Pebble, Blue & Orange $89.99

Swing suspension equipment needs to be purchased separately. Got-SpecialKIDS recommends that you consult with a qualified professional to determine the best way to hang a swing in your home.

Moon Swing 3695
Stand, kneel or ride! Be creative 18” dia. 48”L; working load 200lb. $239.99

Soft Taco Swing 3248
Junior Length 54” (for children up to 4.5’ tall; 220 lbs) $169.99
Adult Length 72” (for children over 4.5’ tall; 350lbs) $199.99

Cuddle Swing 3126
Provide deep touch pressure & vestibular stimulation Children’s (up to working load 200lbs) $169.99
Adults (up to working load 300lbs) $229.00

Plywood Platform Swing 3247
Light yet sturdy enough to hold 3 people. Junior: Up to 350lbs; dimensions (20”x16”x6”) $174.00
Adult: Up to 450lbs; dimensions (20”x19”x6”) $266.99
Plywood Platform works well with the Junior and PortaPod Swing Frames (3018)

Budget Platform Swing 3138
Economical version of the classic OT swing 31”x31” base. 59” height from swing base to top; Swing Weight: 18lb Working load 200lbs $284.99

Go Hugglepod Hangout 6031
Up to 250lb; Colors: Bright Blue, Minty Green or Terracotta $169.00

Acrobat Swing 5904
Can be hung from two, three or four attachment points. $474.99

Airwalker 2591
Experience suspension & weightlessness. Up to 200lbs $284.99

Got-SpecialKIDS recommends that you consult with a qualified professional to determine the best way to hang a swing in your home.
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Closed-weave suspension for added safety. Up to 175lb. Age 3+ $52.89

Colombian Hammock Chair 3713
Comfy, cotton hammock swing for calming relaxation. Up to 285lb Seating length 47”, Seating width 33”, Length of the bar 3’ Colors: Blue & White, Cove Pebble, Blue & Orange $89.99

Swing suspension equipment needs to be purchased separately. Got-SpecialKIDS recommends that you consult with a qualified professional to determine the best way to hang a swing in your home.

Moon Swing 3695
Stand, kneel or ride! Be creative 18” dia. 48”L; working load 200lb. $239.99

Soft Taco Swing 3248
Junior Length 54” (for children up to 4.5’ tall; 220 lbs) $169.99
Adult Length 72” (for children over 4.5’ tall; 350lbs) $199.99

Cuddle Swing 3126
Provide deep touch pressure & vestibular stimulation Children’s (up to working load 200lbs) $169.99
Adults (up to working load 300lbs) $229.00

Plywood Platform Swing 3247
Light yet sturdy enough to hold 3 people. Junior: Up to 350lbs; dimensions (20”x16”x6”) $174.00
Adult: Up to 450lbs; dimensions (20”x19”x6”) $266.99
Plywood Platform works well with the Junior and PortaPod Swing Frames (3018)

Budget Platform Swing 3138
Economical version of the classic OT swing 31”x31” base. 59” height from swing base to top; Swing Weight: 18lb Working load 200lbs $284.99

Go Hugglepod Hangout 6031
Up to 250lb; Colors: Bright Blue, Minty Green or Terracotta $169.00
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Experience suspension & weightlessness. Up to 200lbs $284.99

Got-SpecialKIDS recommends that you consult with a qualified professional to determine the best way to hang a swing in your home.
GROSS MOTOR SKILLS

C-Stand Swing Frame 3030
Dimensions: 30” dia. x 60"W x 80"H. Up to 300 lb (Active); 500 lb (Passive)
Weight: 600 lb
C-Stand Swing Frame $2599.00*
C-Stand Swing Frame w/ Linear Motion for $2899.00*

Heavy Duty
C-Stand 4039
Designed to allow for a larger working load; 62”W x 60”H x 80”D
$4399.00*

Homestand II Portable Swing Frames 3913
Can be put up & taken down quickly, easily transported & still sturdy enough for teens & adults
Options:
Residential: Up to 250 lb $199.95
Institutional/Professional: Up to 350 lb $899.95

Flying Colors Swing Seat with Pommel 3599
Vibrant green, hard shell plastic seat with high back for greater torso support; fully adjustable nylon harness straps; hanging ropes included. Options:
Small Seat: Up to 70 lb; Size: Inside 24”H x 8”W x 13”D, Outside 25”H x 13”W x 14”D
Medium Seat: Up to 150 lb; Size: Inside 30”H x 12”W x 14”D, Outside 34”H x 17”W x 18”D
Large Seat: Up to 200 lb; Size: Inside 35”H x 15”W x 16”D, Outside 39”H x 20”W x 18”D

Sensory Snuggle Swing 3028
Soft, stretchy fabric, with one closed side for greater stability; 64”L; up to working load 300 lb.
$194.99

Jumbo Hammock Swing 3106
A great sensory escape. Up to 350 lb. Colors: Cream; Rainbow; Tan; Mocha
$129.95

Lyca Cocoon Swing 3782
Enjoy the feeling of being snugly tucked inside, while experiencing the fun sensation of swinging. Up to 120 lb.
$75.99

Padded Glider Bolster Swing 4038
Heavily padded, vinyl-covered base with high-density foam padding on one side & low-density foam on the other. Use on either side by simply flipping the bolster over. Swing can be hung from 2 or 4 points. Working load 400 lb. Options:
Min $549.99
Standard $699.99

Hatteras Deluxe Steel Swing Frame 3294
A robust swing frame for either one- or two-point attachments; Up to 450 lb. Colors: Forest Green, Bronze or Taupe
$199.95

Romano Silver Swing Frame 3996
An especially large and stable hammock chair stand made of powder-coated steel. Height is adjustable.
$347.00

HD 120 Portable Swing 5095
HD 120 is robust and portable. Perfect for teen, adult & energetic swinging.
$1285.00

Mantis Portable Suspension Frame 3783
Durable and robust frame can be easily moved around; 3 suspension points; accepts any kind of swing. Working load up to 500 lb.
$3155.00

HD 120 Portable Swing 5095
HD 120 is robust and portable. Perfect for teen, adult & energetic swinging.
$1285.00

Indoor - Outdoor Swing Frame 3467
Built to provide years of reliable, safe performance; Green powder-coat finish; Up to 500 lb. Footprint/Unit measures 7’8”H x 7’2”W x 8’D
$423.00

Mediterraneo Hammock Swing Stand 3571
Made of powder-coated steel for single point hammock chairs
$220.00

VLF Portable Swing Frame 3514
Sturdy, triangulated steel frame is built to last and supports aggressive swinging; can be used with one or two point swing attachments.
Up to 450 lb. Floor Space: 148” (front to back), 128” (sideways). Highest Point: 80” (74” between legs); 16 square feet floor space recommended; 3 yr warranty for frame. 2 yr for fasteners and other pieces.
$1929.00

Please allow 4 - 6 weeks for delivery.

*Please contact customer service for freight quote

Swing Frames

www.got-specialkids.com • 888-237-4988
**GROSS MOTOR SKILLS**

On the Go Swing System

This innovative frame is constructed of aircraft aluminum which makes it very sturdy, yet lightweight & easy to transport, assemble & disassemble!

- Strength & stability with easy button snap technology
- Easy glide design provides a smoother swinging motion
- Frames are constructed of high-strength aluminum making them extremely lightweight
- 2 point swing attachments are standard

### On the Go Swing System 1

**Specifications:**
- Frame & lightweight mat weighs only 16lb!
- Dimensions: Swing frame 50” tall; mat footprint is 51” x 62”.
- 150lb maximum weight (Age 2-10)

**Frame and mat only:** $1495.00

- Strength & stability with easy button snap technology
- Easy glide design provides a smoother swinging motion
- Frames are constructed of high-strength aluminum making them extremely lightweight
- 2 point swing attachments are standard

### On the Go Swing System 2

**Specifications:**
- Frame & lightweight mat weighs only 22lb!
- Dimensions: Swing frame 70” tall; mat footprint is 51” x 62”.
- 150lb maximum weight (Age 2-10)

**Frame and mat only:** $1795.00

### On the Go Swing System 3

**Specifications:**
- Frame & lightweight mat conveniently part in two optional custom sized bags (15” and 24”)
- Dimensions: Swing frame 87” tall; mat footprint 94” x 85”
- 300lb maximum weight

**Frame and mat only:** $2020.00

### System 1 Accessories:

- Small Platform Board Swing 1 Add $369.00
- Reagan’s Ride 1 Add $369.00
- Sensory Wrap 1 Add $369.00
- Low Tone Attachment for Small Platform Board Add $319.00
- Additional Rotational Point Add $150.00
- Interlocking Foam Pads 1 Add $120.00
- Custom Bag for Swing Frame 1 Add $85.00
- Custom Bag for Sensory Wrap 1 Add $75.00
- Custom Bag for Reagan’s Ride 1 Add $85.00

### System 2 Accessories:

- Small Platform Board Swing 2 Add $379.00
- Large Platform Board Swing 2 Add $419.00
- Reagan’s Ride 2 Add $419.00
- Sensory Wrap 2 Add $419.00
- Additional Rotational Point Add $150.00
- Balance Buddy Bolster Swing 2 Add $489.00
- Low Tone Attachment for Small Platform Board Add $319.00
- Low Tone Attachment for Large Platform Board Add $329.00
- Interlocking Foam Pads 2 Add $140.00
- Custom Bags for Swing Frame 2 Add $125.00
- Custom Bag for Sensory Wrap 2 Add $95.00
- Custom Bag for Reagan’s Ride 2 Add $95.00
- Custom Bag for Balance Buddy 2 Add $95.00

### System 3 Accessories:

- Small Platform Board Swing 3 Add $389.00
- Large Platform Board Swing 3 Add $429.00
- Reagan’s Ride 3 Add $429.00
- Sensory Wrap 3 Add $429.00
- Balance Buddy Bolster Swing 3 Add $499.00
- Additional Rotational Point Add $150.00
- Low Tone Attachment for Small Platform Board Add $319.00
- Low Tone Attachment for Large Platform Board Add $329.00
- Interlocking Foam Pads 3 Add $165.00
- Custom Bags for Swing Frame 3 Add $105.00
- Custom Bag for Sensory Wrap 3 Add $95.00
- Custom Bags for Reagan’s Ride 3 Add $95.00
- Custom Bags for Balance Buddy 3 Add $95.00

---

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Product</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Safety Snap Hanging Clip 2406</td>
<td>$13.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beam Installation Kit for Indoor Swings 3208</td>
<td>$99.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hammock Install Kit with Spring 3102</td>
<td>$28.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Safety Rotational Device &amp; Safety Snap 3432</td>
<td>$69.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beam Installation Kit for Indoor Swings 3208</td>
<td>$99.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Height Adjuster with Safety Snap 5894</td>
<td>$145.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I-Beam/ H-Beam Kit 6066</td>
<td>$15.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Go! Hang Out Hanger! 6033</td>
<td>$19.49</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**Beam Installation Kit for Indoor Swings 3208**

Mount to an exposed wooden beam with 5 hex head bolts 2” x 6” Working load up to 500lb.

**Safety Snap Hanging Clip 2406**

A quick & secure way to connect any two pieces of hanging equipment. Working load up to 1000lb.

**Hammock Install Kit with Spring 3102**

16” Galvanized Chain; 3” S-hook; 4 & 1/2” Lag eye bolt; Heavy-duty swing spring

---

**The BAR 3523**

Turn any space into a swinging area. 40” long; supports up to 300 lbs. $269.00

**Beam Installation Kit for Indoor Swings 3208**

Mount to an exposed wooden beam with 5 hex head bolts 2” x 6” Working load up to 500lb.

---

**Go! Hang Out Hanger! 6033**

$19.49

---

**Safety Snap Hanging Clip 2406**

A quick & secure way to connect any two pieces of hanging equipment. Working load up to 1000lb.

**Beam Installation Kit for Indoor Swings 3208**

Mount to an exposed wooden beam with 5 hex head bolts 2” x 6” Working load up to 500lb.

---

**Safety Snap Hanging Clip 2406**

A quick & secure way to connect any two pieces of hanging equipment. Working load up to 1000lb.

**Beam Installation Kit for Indoor Swings 3208**

Mount to an exposed wooden beam with 5 hex head bolts 2” x 6” Working load up to 500lb.
### Gross Motor Skills

**Got-Special KIDS**

[www.got-specialkids.com](http://www.got-specialkids.com) • 888-237-4988

**Hug Chair Lounger** 652

46” x 46” x 26”

Weight: 21lbs

Get a floating feeling with no compromise on support. Includes zippered microsuede cover.

Colors: Sea Blue, Yellow, Lime Green, Pink, Sky Blue, Black, Orange, Wine, Hunter Green, Red, Copper, Sage & Chocolate

**Jaxx Lounger 4’ Kids Bean Bag** 3517

46” x 34” x 26”

Weight: 20lbs

Fabric: microsuede, Choose Color: Grape, Lemon, Lime Green, Pumpkin, Blueberry, Cherry, Fuchsia, Cow Print, Denim Dark

**Jaxx 5’ Metro Bean Bag** 3288

60” x 60” x 36”

Fabric: Microsuede. Choose Color: Black, Charcoal, Chocolate, Camel, Cinnabar, Navy Blue, Orange

**Double Lounger Crash Pad** 654

52” x 36”

Colors: Black, Chocolate, Copper; Hunter Green, Lime Green, Orange; Pink; Red; Sage, Sea Blue, Sky Blue, Wine, Yellow

**Crash Pad** 3135

Strong, yet soft, & perfect for skill building

3’ x 4’ $99.99

w/ extra nylon cover $134.99

nylon cover only $35.99

5’ x 5’ $139.99

w/ extra nylon cover $174.99

nylon cover only $39.99

**Crash Pad with Floor Mat** 3076

$159.99

**Crash Pad with Floor Mat & Zipper** 3077

$209.99

**Crash Pit Accessories**

- Additional Floor Mat for added cushioning: $800.00
- Slide: $799.00
- Steps: $679.00

**Crash Pad with Floor Mat** 3076

$159.99

**Crash Pad with Floor Mat & Zipper** 3077

$209.99

**Cloud Nine Crash Cloud** 3073

A perfect landing spot, or a soft, cozy quiet space, the giant Cloud Nine is a great therapy tool by itself or when used inside our Crash Pit. $499.00

**Jaxx Caterpillar Pods** 6067

Includes 4 Caterpillar Pods in bright colors Cherry, Blueberry, Grape & Lime

$148.99

**Got-Special KIDS Crash Pit** 6011

Economical Crash Pits. Available in 2 Sizes!

5’ x 5’: $1049.00

Heavy Duty 8’ x 8’: $2399.00

**Crash Pit** 6011

Economical Crash Pits. Available in 2 Sizes!

5’ x 5’: $1049.00

Heavy Duty 8’ x 8’: $2399.00

Ship via motor freight. Please contact us for freight quote. If freight quote has not been provided & order is placed, additional freight charges must be paid before order ships.
Products that help the brain register, interpret, and use information received from the seven senses.

- Multi-Sensory Rooms
- Ear Muffs
- Chewies & Chewelry
- Weighted blankets & lap pads
- Sensory Sacks

**Bubble Tube Corner**

4054
A soft, padded platform allows the user to sit close to the bubble tube & feel its vibrations while the two acrylic mirrors give the effect of multiple tubes. Easy to move with lockable wheels.

Calming $1849.99
Superactive $2185.00

**Portable Sensory Corner**

6073
Offers a comfortable place to sit while the bubble tube provides great visual effects.

Calming $6649.00
Interactive $7999

---

**Interactive Power Cube**

3732
Connect this soft, multi-colored cube to an unlimited number of interactive products simultaneously - the interactive product turns whatever color is facing upward.

Options: Small 8” cube $546.00
Large 11” cube $596.00

---

**Fiber Optic Carpet**

3343
Carpet size 39” x 39” Carpet only $289.00
Carpet & Light Source 1000 $581.00
Carpet & Light Source 4000 $729.00
Vibro-Acoustic Stereo 3679
- Power 2 different vibro acoustic products simultaneously & deliver a multi-sensory stimulation.
  - Options: Corner Unit (23.5"x13.5"x13.5") $587.00
  - Wall Unit (23.5"x13.5"x13.5") $787.00

Vibro-Acoustic Wedge 3681
- Made of dense supportive foam & provides calming, soothing vibro acoustic stimulation up to 150lb.
  - 44"x22.25"x8".
  - Options: White; Blue $599.00

Vibro-Acoustic Rocker 3687
- Works in conjunction with our stereo units & offers calming sensations from music & vibration.
  - 48"H x 125" Circumference
  - Options:
    - Child (46"x26"x24") Yellow; White $817.00
    - Medium (51"x24"x25") Light Blue; White $1037.00
    - Large (60"x32"x45") Almond; White $1347.00

Vibro-Acoustic Roving Stereo 3586
- Used in conjunction with our vibro acoustic furniture & accessories.
  - Options: Little Stereo Rover (17"x28.25"x19") $1127
  - Stereo Rover (22"x39.75"x22") $1387

Vibro-Acoustic Bean Bag 3680
- Relax & recline with calming sensations from music & vibration.
  - 48"H x 125" Circumference
  - Colors: Royal Blue; Green; Red; Yellow; White
  - $297.00

Bubble Wall 3865
- Relax with streams of illuminated bubbles.
  - Smart Phone Controller $385.00

Tactile Activity Panel 3538
- A great way to explore & receive sensory input.
  - 3 Panel Collection $1999

Mirror Panel 5048
- Magnify the effects of any bubble column or any visual stimulation product with the addition of mirror panels.
  - $349.99

Soft Frame Mirror 3987
- Shatter-resistant mirror.
  - $154.00

Califone Hush Buddy Earmuff 3466
- Padded ear cups, designed for young students; NRR 27db.
  - Options: Tiger; Panda; Bear.
  - $14.94

Califone Listening First 6074
- Ideal for story-time, library and computer use.
  - Options: Tiger; Panda; Bear.
  - $15.29

Schoolmate Deluxe Stereo Headphones 5010
- Noise-isolating, closed-back design provides a superior learning environment for students and makes this an ideal headphone for testing.
  - $18.99

Hearing Safe Headphones 3657
- Smaller ear cups than standard hearing protectors, NRR 26db.
  - HS40 2850 $7.49
  - HS56 5378 $7.99

Hearing Safe Ear Muffs 3394
- Bigger ear cups than standard models, NRR 37db.
  - $12.49

Ultimate 10 Noise Reduction Earmuff 3823
- Adjustable and comfortable noise sensitivity protection for teens and adults, NRR 30db.
  - $19.99

Noiseoff Headphones 3949
- Designed for comfort; NRR 26db.
  - Lightweight and compact.
  - Options: Black; Green; Blue.
  - $13.99

Replacement Foam Tips 6039
- 4-pack $2.95

Vibro-Acoustic Wedge Wall Panel 3865
- Relax with streams of illuminated bubbles.
  - Standard – Wireless Remote $350.00
  - Smart Phone Controller $385.00

Vibro-Acoustic Roving Stereo Wall Panel 3586
- Used in conjunction with our vibro acoustic furniture & accessories.
  - Corner Unit (23.5"x13.5"x13.5") $587.00
  - Wall Unit (23.5"x13.5"x13.5") $787.00

Vibro-Acoustic Rocker Wall Panel 3687
- Works in conjunction with our stereo units & offers calming vibration input.
  - Child (46"x26"x24") Yellow; White $817.00
  - Medium (51"x24"x25") Light Blue; White $1037.00
  - Large (60"x32"x45") Almond; White $1347.00

Vibro-Acoustic bean Bag Wall Panel 3680
- Relax & recline with calming sensations from music & vibration.
  - 48"H x 125" Circumference
  - Colors: Royal Blue; Green; Red; Yellow; White
  - $297.00

Tactile Activity Panel Wall Panel 3538
- A great way to explore & receive sensory input.
  - 3 Panel Collection $1999

Mirror Panel Wall Panel 5048
- Magnify the effects of any bubble column or any visual stimulation product with the addition of mirror panels.
  - $349.99

Soft Frame Mirror Wall Panel 3987
- Shatter-resistant mirror.
  - $154.00

Califone Hush Buddy Earmuff Wall Panel 3466
- Padded ear cups, designed for young students; NRR 27db.
  - Options: Tiger; Panda; Bear.
  - $14.94

Califone Listening First Wall Panel 6074
- Ideal for story-time, library and computer use.
  - Options: Tiger; Panda; Bear.
  - $15.29

Schoolmate Deluxe Stereo Headphones Wall Panel 5010
- Noise-isolating, closed-back design provides a superior learning environment for students and makes this an ideal headphone for testing.
  - $18.99

Hearing Safe Headphones Wall Panel 3657
- Smaller ear cups than standard hearing protectors, NRR 26db.
  - HS40 2850 $7.49
  - HS56 5378 $7.99

Hearing Safe Ear Muffs Wall Panel 3394
- Bigger ear cups than standard models, NRR 37db.
  - $12.49

Ultimate 10 Noise Reduction Earmuff Wall Panel 3823
- Adjustable and comfortable noise sensitivity protection for teens and adults, NRR 30db.
  - $19.99

Noiseoff Headphones Wall Panel 3949
- Designed for comfort; NRR 26db.
  - Lightweight and compact.
  - Options: Black; Green; Blue.
  - $13.99

Replacement Foam Tips Wall Panel 6039
- 4-pack $2.95
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Chew Buds</td>
<td>3189</td>
<td>Textured Tough X</td>
<td>$9.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Starfish Chew Bud</td>
<td>3935</td>
<td>Fun to chew on &amp; fun to wear! Options orange, chocolate, aqua, red, lime, eggplant</td>
<td>$9.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fish Chew Bud</td>
<td>3936</td>
<td>Fun to chew on &amp; fun to wear! Options orange, blue, green</td>
<td>$9.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SentiCHEWS Chew Pendants</td>
<td>3412</td>
<td>Soft rubber feel but made for aggressive chewers. Options: Out, Flower, Ice Cream, &amp; Soccer Ball. Each available in Blue or Red</td>
<td>$8.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kid Companion Necklace</td>
<td>2825</td>
<td>Options: Black Circle, Blue Circle, Blue Heart, Pink Heart, Yellow Heart, Green Heart.</td>
<td>$12.89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chewy Robotz</td>
<td>3742</td>
<td>Options: Red; Blue; Green</td>
<td>$14.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chewable Necklaces</td>
<td>3354</td>
<td>Options: Blue; Green; Orange; Purple; Red; White; Yellow</td>
<td>$6.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chewy Tubes</td>
<td>3297</td>
<td>Super Chew</td>
<td>$12.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chew Ease Pencil Topper</td>
<td>2621</td>
<td>(Set of 3) Easily slides over the tip of a standard pencil</td>
<td>$14.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clip-On ChewEase</td>
<td>3149</td>
<td>Features a 4 inch piece of clear tubing attached to a colored 8 inch cool and clip</td>
<td>$14.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chu-Buddy Chewable Bracelet</td>
<td>3419</td>
<td>A discreet oral fidget that is safe &amp; made for mouthing and chewing. Available in 14 colors.</td>
<td>$6.99 ea.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mega Chewy Bracelet</td>
<td>5058</td>
<td>Great oral motor fidget that doubles as colorful jewelry that is fun to stretch. Available in 7 colors.</td>
<td>$6.99 each. Set of 7 $42.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smooth &amp; Groovy Pencil Topper</td>
<td>5062</td>
<td>Chic pencil topper that is smooth &amp; groovy</td>
<td>$8.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poly tubing Flexible Chew</td>
<td>2939</td>
<td>Special medical grade polytube for making your own straws or chewies.</td>
<td>$5.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chu-Buddy Chewable Tube</td>
<td>2958</td>
<td>Made for moderate chewers Options: Blue; Green; Yellow; Red</td>
<td>$9.49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ChewEase Lanyard</td>
<td>6016</td>
<td>Extra Tough Chew Tube</td>
<td>$8.89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Textured &amp; Smooth Pencil Topper Pack</td>
<td>5153</td>
<td>Students will focus while lessening anxiety. Available in Train &amp; Star Toppers and Mini Cylinder Toppers</td>
<td>$8.69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MEGA Chew Pack</td>
<td>5390</td>
<td>4 of our strongest chews in a cost saving pack.</td>
<td>$28.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Chewy Tube 2769
Help develop jaw strength & address sensory issues. Yellow Small 3/8”, Red Medium 1/2”, Green Knobby 1/2”, Blue Large 5/8”
$6.69 Combo Set of 4 $24.99

Weighted Ball Cap 3738
7/8” Color: Beige $21.99

Star Activity Tray 5371
Four different fabrics & sparkly star filled gel pads. $62.00

Weighted Snake Puppet 3910
Enhance concentration & calm the wiggles Small 36” 2lbs $36.99 Large 60” 4lbs $44.99

Gel Wave Pad 2734
Single-player puzzle perfect for on-the-go fun $26.99

Hexagon Gel Lap Pad 2794
Options: Red 7lbs $21.95, Green 8lbs $24.95, Blue 7lbs $27.95

Semi-Circle Gel Pad 2793
3lb. Options: Gel Pad only $21.99, Gel Pad & Cover $25.95, Cover only $6.99

Charlie the Weighted Bulldog 3737
Length 13”, Weight 2lbs $39.95, 5lbs $57.95 or a set $95.95

Weighted Hoodie 3997
5 lb. weighted hoodie helps with focus and self-regulation, Sizes: adult small, medium, or large $148.99

Bite-n-Clean Turtle Toothbrush 3642
Double bristled for brushing upper & lower teeth simultaneously. $3.99

Wilbarger Therapressure Brush 3516
Oval shaped sensory brush designed for the Wilbarger Protocol. $3.99

Z-Vibe Kit 2779
2-Z Vibe is the ultimate vibrating oral motor for speech therapy, feeding therapy, and sensory stimulation. Kit includes: 1 Z Vibe, 1 Probe Tip, 1 Preeter Tip, and 1 soft fine tip. $57.99

Vibe Long-Life Replacement Battery 1735
Replacement battery, not sold in stores $2.99

24th Annual Conference & Expo
July 11-13, 2023
Boston Convention Center
Register now at got-specialkids.com/conference

Mega Fun Chew Pak 3384
Our 8 best chew products together in one pack. Includes one each of:
• Chewy Necklace
• Red & Yellow Chewy Tube Set
• Kid Companion Necklace
• Chewease Clip-on Chewy
$83.95

Neck Lanyard & Chewy Holde 5121
$6.99

Chewy Tether & Strap 5122
$6.99

Z-Vibe is the ultimate vibrating oral motor for speech therapy, feeding therapy, and sensory stimulation. Kit includes: 1 Z Vibe, 1 Probe Tip, 1 Preeter Tip, and 1 soft fine tip. $57.99

Vibe Long-Life Replacement Battery 1735
Replacement battery, not sold in stores $2.99

24th Annual Conference & Expo
July 11-13, 2023
Boston Convention Center
Register now at got-specialkids.com/conference

Mega Fun Chew Pak 3384
Our 8 best chew products together in one pack. Includes one each of:
• Chewy Necklace
• Red & Yellow Chewy Tube Set
• Kid Companion Necklace
• Chewease Clip-on Chewy
$83.95

Weighted Ball Cap 3738
7/8” Color: Beige $21.99

Star Activity Tray 5371
Four different fabrics & sparkly star filled gel pads. $62.00

Weighted Snake Puppet 3910
Enhance concentration & calm the wiggles Small 36” 2lbs $36.99 Large 60” 4lbs $44.99

Gel Wave Pad 2734
Single-player puzzle perfect for on-the-go fun $26.99

Hexagon Gel Lap Pad 2794
Options: Red 7lbs $21.95, Green 8lbs $24.95, Blue 7lbs $27.95

Semi-Circle Gel Pad 2793
3lb. Options: Gel Pad only $21.99, Gel Pad & Cover $25.95, Cover only $6.99

Charlie the Weighted Bulldog 3737
Length 13”, Weight 2lbs $39.95, 5lbs $57.95 or a set $95.95

Weighted Hoodie 3997
5 lb. weighted hoodie helps with focus and self-regulation, Sizes: adult small, medium, or large $148.99

Bite-n-Clean Turtle Toothbrush 3642
Double bristled for brushing upper & lower teeth simultaneously. $3.99

Wilbarger Therapressure Brush 3516
Oval shaped sensory brush designed for the Wilbarger Protocol. $3.99

Z-Vibe Kit 2779
2-Z Vibe is the ultimate vibrating oral motor for speech therapy, feeding therapy, and sensory stimulation. Kit includes: 1 Z Vibe, 1 Probe Tip, 1 Preeter Tip, and 1 soft fine tip. $57.99

Vibe Long-Life Replacement Battery 1735
Replacement battery, not sold in stores $2.99

24th Annual Conference & Expo
July 11-13, 2023
Boston Convention Center
Register now at got-specialkids.com/conference

Mega Fun Chew Pak 3384
Our 8 best chew products together in one pack. Includes one each of:
• Chewy Necklace
• Red & Yellow Chewy Tube Set
• Kid Companion Necklace
• Chewease Clip-on Chewy
$83.95

Weighted Ball Cap 3738
7/8” Color: Beige $21.99

Star Activity Tray 5371
Four different fabrics & sparkly star filled gel pads. $62.00

Weighted Snake Puppet 3910
Enhance concentration & calm the wiggles Small 36” 2lbs $36.99 Large 60” 4lbs $44.99

Gel Wave Pad 2734
Single-player puzzle perfect for on-the-go fun $26.99

Hexagon Gel Lap Pad 2794
Options: Red 7lbs $21.95, Green 8lbs $24.95, Blue 7lbs $27.95

Semi-Circle Gel Pad 2793
3lb. Options: Gel Pad only $21.99, Gel Pad & Cover $25.95, Cover only $6.99

Charlie the Weighted Bulldog 3737
Length 13”, Weight 2lbs $39.95, 5lbs $57.95 or a set $95.95

Weighted Hoodie 3997
5 lb. weighted hoodie helps with focus and self-regulation, Sizes: adult small, medium, or large $148.99

Bite-n-Clean Turtle Toothbrush 3642
Double bristled for brushing upper & lower teeth simultaneously. $3.99

Wilbarger Therapressure Brush 3516
Oval shaped sensory brush designed for the Wilbarger Protocol. $3.99
Sensory Sack 2989
Sensory Sacks provide calming deep pressure and proprioceptive input.
Small (ages 3-4) $29.99
Medium (ages 5-6) $31.99
Large (ages 7+) $36.99
X-Large (ages 13+) $38.99

Calming Sensory Sack 2989
Sensory Sacks provide calming deep pressure and proprioceptive input.
Small (ages 3-4) $29.99
Medium (ages 5-6) $31.99
Large (ages 7+) $36.99
X-Large (ages 13+) $38.99

Pea Pod Calming Station 3271
Strong & durable with a velvety feel & cocoon-like shape to provide deep pressure.
Junior: 48" $55.49
Medium: 60" $79.49
Giant: 80" $89.49

Comfort Weighted Lap Pad 3196
Plastic pellet-filled lap pads can also be used as a warming/cooling pad. Available in blue & pink.
12" x 13":
2 lbs $33.98
3 lbs $37.98
4 lbs $39.49

Adult Blue Hoodie $70.00
Adult Light Grey Hoodie $70.00

Sensory Body Wrap 5064
Made of soft, stretchy Lycra fabric $51.99

Comfort Weighted Blanket 3197
The highest quality weighted blanket for the money on the market!
We are happy to make a custom blanket with a favorite color, character, sport themes, you name it! Available in green, blue, and pink.
Please contact us for a special price quote. And made in the USA!
5 lb = 30" x 42" $99.95
6 lb = 30" x 42" $158.99
7 lb = 36" x 54" $134.95
4 x 5lb Blanket Value Pack = 30" x 42" $369.00

Comfort Weighted Blanket 3197
The highest quality weighted blanket for the money on the market!
We are happy to make a custom blanket with a favorite color, character, sport themes, you name it! Available in green, blue, and pink.
Please contact us for a special price quote. And made in the USA!
5 lb = 30" x 42" $99.95
6 lb = 30" x 42" $158.99
7 lb = 36" x 54" $134.95
4 x 5lb Blanket Value Pack = 30" x 42" $369.00

Comfort Weighted Blanket 3197
The highest quality weighted blanket for the money on the market!
We are happy to make a custom blanket with a favorite color, character, sport themes, you name it! Available in green, blue, and pink.
Please contact us for a special price quote. And made in the USA!
5 lb = 30" x 42" $99.95
6 lb = 30" x 42" $158.99
7 lb = 36" x 54" $134.95
4 x 5lb Blanket Value Pack = 30" x 42" $369.00

Comfort Weighted Blanket 3197
The highest quality weighted blanket for the money on the market!
We are happy to make a custom blanket with a favorite color, character, sport themes, you name it! Available in green, blue, and pink.
Please contact us for a special price quote. And made in the USA!
5 lb = 30" x 42" $99.95
6 lb = 30" x 42" $158.99
7 lb = 36" x 54" $134.95
4 x 5lb Blanket Value Pack = 30" x 42" $369.00

Comfort Weighted Blanket 3197
The highest quality weighted blanket for the money on the market!
We are happy to make a custom blanket with a favorite color, character, sport themes, you name it! Available in green, blue, and pink.
Please contact us for a special price quote. And made in the USA!
5 lb = 30" x 42" $99.95
6 lb = 30" x 42" $158.99
7 lb = 36" x 54" $134.95
4 x 5lb Blanket Value Pack = 30" x 42" $369.00

Comfort Weighted Blanket 3197
The highest quality weighted blanket for the money on the market!
We are happy to make a custom blanket with a favorite color, character, sport themes, you name it! Available in green, blue, and pink.
Please contact us for a special price quote. And made in the USA!
5 lb = 30" x 42" $99.95
6 lb = 30" x 42" $158.99
7 lb = 36" x 54" $134.95
4 x 5lb Blanket Value Pack = 30" x 42" $369.00

Comfort Weighted Blanket 3197
The highest quality weighted blanket for the money on the market!
We are happy to make a custom blanket with a favorite color, character, sport themes, you name it! Available in green, blue, and pink.
Please contact us for a special price quote. And made in the USA!
5 lb = 30" x 42" $99.95
6 lb = 30" x 42" $158.99
7 lb = 36" x 54" $134.95
4 x 5lb Blanket Value Pack = 30" x 42" $369.00

Comfort Weighted Blanket 3197
The highest quality weighted blanket for the money on the market!
We are happy to make a custom blanket with a favorite color, character, sport themes, you name it! Available in green, blue, and pink.
Please contact us for a special price quote. And made in the USA!
5 lb = 30" x 42" $99.95
6 lb = 30" x 42" $158.99
7 lb = 36" x 54" $134.95
4 x 5lb Blanket Value Pack = 30" x 42" $369.00

**Sensory Shapes Ball**
- Model: 3762
- Durable foam ball plus shape stacker; BPA, phthalate & latex free. Age 6 months +
- Price: $19.99

**Sensory Odd Balls**
- Model: 5309
- Each ball feels different, offering a unique sensory experience
- Price: $14.49

**Braille Alphabet Set**
- Model: 3907
- Each soft piece highlights a letter of the English alphabet in braille.
- Price: $29.95

**Sensory Stacker Ball**
- Model: 4060
- Engages visual senses, fine motor and promotes eye-hand coordination.
- Price: $19.99

**Rubbabu Large Magnetic Alphabet - Upper Case 4”**
- Model: 3914
- Great for learning letters and spelling.
- Price: $59.99

**Rubbabu Geometrical 3D Shape Sorter**
- Model: 3915
- Brightly colored, squishy and velvety-soft
- Price: $29.95

**Rubbabu Sensory Ball Assortment**
- Model: 3916
- Soft rubber foam balls with different textures and knobby surfaces.
- Price: $39.99

**Rubbabu Sensory Ball - 3-pack**
- Model: 3917
- 3-pack soft rubber foam balls with different textured surfaces.
- Price: $7.99

**Pin Art Game – Neon**
- Model: 3663
- Art that keeps changing.
- Assorted colors
- Age 5+
- Price: $7.49

**Feelies Hands & Feet Set**
- Model: 5075
- Use to improve concentration and attention spans.
- Options: Set of 12 Hands $20.49 Set of 12 Feet $20.49 Complete Set of 12 Hands & Feet $33.49

**Good Vibes Waterproof Massager**
- Model: 4019
- Give yourself a relaxing scalp or body massage
- Price: $9.99

**2 Speed Power Massager**
- Model: 4021
- Portable & soothing comfort at home, school or work.
- Price: $9.99

**Vibrating Snake**
- Model: 2828
- Wrap around for vibrations just where you need them. 2 vibrating speeds to choose from.
- Price: $29.88

**Memory Foam Massager**
- Model: 2827
- Wrap the massager around the targeted area & choose from two levels of vibration. Soft microfiber cover
- Price: $39.99

**Hand-Held Bug Massager**
- Model: 2811
- Great sensory input tool for children needing calming
- Price: $15.99

**Puppy Foot Massager**
- Model: 5322
- Vibrating foot massager given by a cut cuddly puppy.
- Price: $29.98

**Power Body Massager with USB**
- Model: 4020
- Handheld portable massager with USB
- Price: $9.99

**Power 2 Speed Power Massager**
- Model: 4021
- Portable & soothing comfort at home, school or work
- Price: $9.99

**Vibrating Snake**
- Model: 2828
- Wrap around for vibrations just where you need them. 2 vibrating speeds to choose from.
- Price: $29.88

**Senseez Handheld Vibrating Massager**
- Model: 5395
- On the go portable vibrations.
- Options: Lil Cow, Lil Jelly, Lil Turtle
- Price: $11.49

**Senseez Handheld Sensory Hot/Cold Pack**
- Model: 5360
- Hot & cold therapy on the go.
- Options: Lil Cow, Lil Jelly, Lil Turtle
- Price: $11.49

**Senseez Vibrating Pillows**
- Lightweight cushions vibrate when they are squeezed.
- Fuzzy options Model: 3709
- Bumpy Turtle, Fuzzy Ufo, plush Jelly, Fuzzy Cow
- Vinyl options Model: 3222
- Blue Square, Orange Circle, Red Octagon, Pink Heart
- Price: $23.78

**Senseez Vibrating Pillow**
- Lightweight cushions vibrate when they are squeezed.
- Options: Ladybug 2836 Turtle 2835
- Price: $56.95

**Senseez Handheld Sensory Hot/Cold Pack**
- Model: 5360
- Hot & cold therapy on the go.
- Options: Lil Cow, Lil Jelly, Lil Turtle
- Price: $11.49

**Senseez Vibrating Pillow**
- Lightweight cushions vibrate when they are squeezed.
- Options: Ladybug 2836 Turtle 2835
- Price: $56.95

**Memory Foam Massager**
- Model: 2827
- Wrap the massager around the targeted area & choose from two levels of vibration. Soft microfiber cover
- Price: $39.99

**Hand-Held Bug Massager**
- Model: 2811
- Great sensory input tool for children needing calming
- Price: $15.99

**Puppy Foot Massager**
- Model: 5322
- Vibrating foot massager given by a cut cuddly puppy.
- Price: $29.98

**Power Body Massager with USB**
- Model: 4020
- Handheld portable massager with USB
- Price: $9.99

**Power 2 Speed Power Massager**
- Model: 4021
- Portable & soothing comfort at home, school or work
- Price: $9.99

**Vibrating Snake**
- Model: 2828
- Wrap around for vibrations just where you need them. 2 vibrating speeds to choose from.
- Price: $29.88

**Senseez Handheld Vibrating Massager**
- Model: 5395
- On the go portable vibrations.
- Options: Lil Cow, Lil Jelly, Lil Turtle
- Price: $11.49

**Senseez Handheld Sensory Hot/Cold Pack**
- Model: 5360
- Hot & cold therapy on the go.
- Options: Lil Cow, Lil Jelly, Lil Turtle
- Price: $11.49

**Senseez Vibrating Pillows**
- Lightweight cushions vibrate when they are squeezed.
- Fuzzy options Model: 3709
- Bumpy Turtle, Fuzzy Ufo, plush Jelly, Fuzzy Cow
- Vinyl options Model: 3222
- Blue Square, Orange Circle, Red Octagon, Pink Heart
- Price: $23.78
EYE-HAND COORDINATION

Fun products that coordinate eye movement with hand movement. The process of eye movement to guide reaching & grasping.

- Wooden Stringing Set 3375
  - Large cotton lace & big, chunky beads are perfect for little fingers
  - Options: My ABCs, String & Beep, String a Farm
  - Age 3+
  - $13.89

- Gel Maze 2718
  - Push the marble along the twisting path for a fun & squishy tactile-rich activity
  - 14"x14", 2.2lb
  - Age 4+
  - $26.99

- Gel Spiral Disc 5405
  - This colorful vinyl and gel-filled spiral helps build eye-hand coordination, finger strength and dexterity
  - $28.49

- Tic Tac Toe Gel Pad 3245
  - Reinforces tracking skills as one pushes the embedded plastic pieces through the gel. 10"x10", 2lb
  - Age 3+
  - $23.95

- Jumbo Tweezers 4027
  - Just the right size for little hands
  - Set of 12
  - $12.99

- Gel Maze 3326
  - Options: Marble Maze I (8.5" x 14", easy), Marble Maze II (8" x 11", advanced)
  - Age 3+
  - $15.99

- Bucket of Pets with Tweezers 5030
  - $19.99

- Bucket of Dinos with Jumbo Tweezers 5399
  - $19.99

- Wooden Stringing Set 3375
  - Large cotton lace & big, chunky beads are perfect for little fingers
  - Options: My ABCs, String & Beep, String a Farm
  - Age 3+
  - $13.89

- Gel Maze 2718
  - Push the marble along the twisting path for a fun & squishy tactile-rich activity
  - 14"x14", 2.2lb
  - Age 4+
  - $26.99

- Gel Spiral Disc 5405
  - This colorful vinyl and gel-filled spiral helps build eye-hand coordination, finger strength and dexterity
  - $28.49

- Tic Tac Toe Gel Pad 3245
  - Reinforces tracking skills as one pushes the embedded plastic pieces through the gel. 10"x10", 2lb
  - Age 3+
  - $23.95

- Jumbo Tweezers 4027
  - Just the right size for little hands
  - Set of 12
  - $12.99

- Gel Maze 3326
  - Options: Marble Maze I (8.5" x 14", easy), Marble Maze II (8" x 11", advanced)
  - Age 3+
  - $15.99

- Bucket of Pets with Tweezers 5030
  - $19.99

- Bucket of Dinos with Jumbo Tweezers 5399
  - $19.99

BILATERAL INTEGRATION

Products that use both sides of the body at the same time in a controlled & organized manner.

- Mini Stilts 3235
  - Excellent for motor planning, balance and coordination
  - Age 3+
  - $114.95

- Balancing Hemispheres 3475
  - Challenge and build balancing skills
  - Ages 3+
  - $46.00

- River Stones 2988
  - Inspired by stepping stones in a river with each side of the triangle varying in steepness and difficulty
  - $54.49

- Tilting Disc 5398
  - The disc is not completely stable and requires children to concentrate on keeping their balance
  - $32.49

- Balancing Board with Handles 2984
  - For rocking from side to side, spinning around & balancing
  - 2lb 10lb x 7"H
  - Age 3+
  - $89.99

- Scooter Board with Handles 2981
  - Non-marring wheels can be used indoors and outdoors
  - Handles provide added balance and stability
  - 12" 15lb 16" 23.00
  - $114.95

- Mini Carousel Seat 3470
  - Angled seat allows kids to propel the Carousel by shifting the body’s center of gravity
  - Up to 150lb
  - $64.99

-河 (Set of 6) 5331
  - Help your kids enjoy many of the benefits of a river without leaving home
  - $64.99

- Hilltops 5202
  - Develop a child’s ability to estimate distances and make them familiar with height
  - $94.95

- Balancing Board with Handles 2984
  - For rocking from side to side, spinning around & balancing
  - 2lb 10lb x 7"H
  - Age 3+
  - $89.99

- Scooter Board with Handles 2981
  - Non-marring wheels can be used indoors and outdoors
  - Handles provide added balance and stability
  - 12" 15lb 16" 23.00
  - $114.95

- Mini Carousel Seat 3470
  - Angled seat allows kids to propel the Carousel by shifting the body’s center of gravity
  - Up to 150lb
  - $64.99

- River (Set of 6) 5331
  - Help your kids enjoy many of the benefits of a river without leaving home
  - $64.99

- Hilltops 5202
  - Develop a child’s ability to estimate distances and make them familiar with height
  - $94.95

- Balancing Board with Handles 2984
  - For rocking from side to side, spinning around & balancing
  - 2lb 10lb x 7"H
  - Age 3+
  - $89.99

- Scooter Board with Handles 2981
  - Non-marring wheels can be used indoors and outdoors
  - Handles provide added balance and stability
  - 12" 15lb 16" 23.00
  - $114.95

- Mini Carousel Seat 3470
  - Angled seat allows kids to propel the Carousel by shifting the body’s center of gravity
  - Up to 150lb
  - $64.99

- River (Set of 6) 5331
  - Help your kids enjoy many of the benefits of a river without leaving home
  - $64.99

- Hilltops 5202
  - Develop a child’s ability to estimate distances and make them familiar with height
  - $94.95
Get-Special-KIDS

TRANSITION SKILLS

Products that assist children with disabilities as they progress from school into the adult world.

Time Timer

- Time Timer Watch PLUS Small 3221
  - Features 3 modes: clock, alarm, & timer;
  - Charcoal, Gray, Sky Blue, Lime
  - $54.99

- Time Timer Watch PLUS Large 3227
  - Ideal for larger wrists, the clock and alarm modes keep you on schedule.
  - $54.99

Time Tracker Visual Timer 1312

Use this unique timer’s light & sound cues to facilitate smoother transitions.
- Age 3+: Options: Time Tracker with Clock $31.49
- Magnetic Time Tracker $21.99
- Time Tracker Mini $17.49

Time Tracker Plus 3219

- Features a rugged case, durable clear lens & on-the-go handle
- $28.49

Time Timer Mod 4041

- Options: Blue, Gray, Lime
- $28.95

Time Timer PLUS 3604

- When the red is gone, time is up
- Options: 3’ $19.49, 6’ $25.49, 12’ $29.49

Time Tracker Plus 3237

- Ideal for larger wrists
- $54.99

Magnetic Money 4024

- Teach and reinforce money skills with this larger-than-life, proportionally-sized magnetic currency
- $19.99

Money Jar 5034

- Teaches coin and bill recognition, subtraction, addition, and calculation of correct change
- $9.99

Financial IQ Revised Edition 5334

- Players learn to be prudent and sensible about investing, taking on debt, expenses, etc.
- $48.98

Career Challenge Revised Edition 5144

- Quiz show board game that explores careers that may be good matches for student’s talents, interests, and work preferences
- $49.50

Interview Challenge Revised Edition 5143

- In the game, players compete to give Paula, a fictitious job applicant, the best advice on how to succeed in her interview
- $49.50

Money Jar 5034

- Teaches coin and bill recognition, subtraction, addition, and calculation of correct change
- $9.99

Financial IQ Revised Edition 5334

- Players learn to be prudent and sensible about investing, taking on debt, expenses, etc.
- $48.98

Career Challenge Revised Edition 5144

- Quiz show board game that explores careers that may be good matches for student’s talents, interests, and work preferences
- $49.50

Interview Challenge Revised Edition 5143

- In the game, players compete to give Paula, a fictitious job applicant, the best advice on how to succeed in her interview
- $49.50

You’re The Boss Revised Edition 2449

- Players are responsible for running a department store and are confronted with real decisions under conditions of business competition
- $44.59

You’re Hired Revised Edition 5135

- Players in the game play the role of the employer and learn important skills in the job search process, especially filling out applications and interviewing
- $49.98

Career Challenge Revised Edition 5144

- Quiz show board game that explores careers that may be good matches for student’s talents, interests, and work preferences
- $49.50

Interview Challenge Revised Edition 5143

- In the game, players compete to give Paula, a fictitious job applicant, the best advice on how to succeed in her interview
- $49.50

Time Tracker Visual Timer 1312

- Use this unique timer’s light & sound cues to facilitate smoother transitions
- Age 3+: Options: Time Tracker with Clock $31.49
- Magnetic Time Tracker $21.99
- Time Tracker Mini $17.49

Time Tracker Plus 3219

- Features a rugged case, durable clear lens & on-the-go handle
- $28.49

Time Timer Mod 4041

- Options: Blue, Gray, Lime
- $28.95

Time Timer PLUS 3604

- When the red is gone, time is up
- Options: 3’ $19.49, 6’ $25.49, 12’ $29.49

Time Tracker Plus 3237

- Ideal for larger wrists
- $54.99

Magnetic Money 4024

- Teach and reinforce money skills with this larger-than-life, proportionally-sized magnetic currency
- $19.99

Money Jar 5034

- Teaches coin and bill recognition, subtraction, addition, and calculation of correct change
- $9.99

Financial IQ Revised Edition 5334

- Players learn to be prudent and sensible about investing, taking on debt, expenses, etc.
- $48.98

Career Challenge Revised Edition 5144

- Quiz show board game that explores careers that may be good matches for student’s talents, interests, and work preferences
- $49.50

Interview Challenge Revised Edition 5143

- In the game, players compete to give Paula, a fictitious job applicant, the best advice on how to succeed in her interview
- $49.50

You’re The Boss Revised Edition 2449

- Players are responsible for running a department store and are confronted with real decisions under conditions of business competition
- $44.59

You’re Hired Revised Edition 5135

- Players in the game play the role of the employer and learn important skills in the job search process, especially filling out applications and interviewing
- $49.98

Career Challenge Revised Edition 5144

- Quiz show board game that explores careers that may be good matches for student’s talents, interests, and work preferences
- $49.50

Interview Challenge Revised Edition 5143

- In the game, players compete to give Paula, a fictitious job applicant, the best advice on how to succeed in her interview
- $49.50

Time Tracker Visual Timer 1312

- Use this unique timer’s light & sound cues to facilitate smoother transitions
- Age 3+: Options: Time Tracker with Clock $31.49
- Magnetic Time Tracker $21.99
- Time Tracker Mini $17.49

Time Tracker Plus 3219

- Features a rugged case, durable clear lens & on-the-go handle
- $28.49

Time Timer Mod 4041

- Options: Blue, Gray, Lime
- $28.95

Time Timer PLUS 3604

- When the red is gone, time is up
- Options: 3’ $19.49, 6’ $25.49, 12’ $29.49

Time Tracker Plus 3237

- Ideal for larger wrists
- $54.99

Magnetic Money 4024

- Teach and reinforce money skills with this larger-than-life, proportionally-sized magnetic currency
- $19.99

Money Jar 5034

- Teaches coin and bill recognition, subtraction, addition, and calculation of correct change
- $9.99

Financial IQ Revised Edition 5334

- Players learn to be prudent and sensible about investing, taking on debt, expenses, etc.
- $48.98

Career Challenge Revised Edition 5144

- Quiz show board game that explores careers that may be good matches for student’s talents, interests, and work preferences
- $49.50

Interview Challenge Revised Edition 5143

- In the game, players compete to give Paula, a fictitious job applicant, the best advice on how to succeed in her interview
- $49.50

You’re The Boss Revised Edition 2449

- Players are responsible for running a department store and are confronted with real decisions under conditions of business competition
- $44.59

You’re Hired Revised Edition 5135

- Players in the game play the role of the employer and learn important skills in the job search process, especially filling out applications and interviewing
- $49.98

Career Challenge Revised Edition 5144

- Quiz show board game that explores careers that may be good matches for student’s talents, interests, and work preferences
- $49.50

Interview Challenge Revised Edition 5143

- In the game, players compete to give Paula, a fictitious job applicant, the best advice on how to succeed in her interview
- $49.50

Time Tracker Visual Timer 1312

- Use this unique timer’s light & sound cues to facilitate smoother transitions
- Age 3+: Options: Time Tracker with Clock $31.49
- Magnetic Time Tracker $21.99
- Time Tracker Mini $17.49

Time Tracker Plus 3219

- Features a rugged case, durable clear lens & on-the-go handle
- $28.49

Time Timer Mod 4041

- Options: Blue, Gray, Lime
- $28.95

Time Timer PLUS 3604

- When the red is gone, time is up
- Options: 3’ $19.49, 6’ $25.49, 12’ $29.49

Time Tracker Plus 3237

- Ideal for larger wrists
- $54.99

Magnetic Money 4024

- Teach and reinforce money skills with this larger-than-life, proportionally-sized magnetic currency
- $19.99

Money Jar 5034

- Teaches coin and bill recognition, subtraction, addition, and calculation of correct change
- $9.99

Financial IQ Revised Edition 5334

- Players learn to be prudent and sensible about investing, taking on debt, expenses, etc.
- $48.98

Career Challenge Revised Edition 5144

- Quiz show board game that explores careers that may be good matches for student’s talents, interests, and work preferences
- $49.50

Interview Challenge Revised Edition 5143

- In the game, players compete to give Paula, a fictitious job applicant, the best advice on how to succeed in her interview
- $49.50

You’re The Boss Revised Edition 2449

- Players are responsible for running a department store and are confronted with real decisions under conditions of business competition
- $44.59

You’re Hired Revised Edition 5135

- Players in the game play the role of the employer and learn important skills in the job search process, especially filling out applications and interviewing
- $49.98
**VISUAL PERCEPTION**

Products that help improve how visual information is processed & interpreted.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Product Name</th>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Light Box</td>
<td>3708</td>
<td>Illuminates with a soft glow; Dimensions: 16.5&quot; x 16.5&quot; x 7&quot;; Age 3+</td>
<td>$157.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Press N Glo Illuminator</td>
<td>3287</td>
<td>This portable light box features a 15” x 10” frosted light screen which illuminates and brings translucent objects to life; Gel pads sold separately</td>
<td>$159.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sensory Color Changing LED Sphere</td>
<td>4068</td>
<td>Create a relaxing sensory environment with coloring changing light spheres; Options 12” $74.89; 16” $94.89; 20” $113.98; Set of all 3 $245.89</td>
<td>$5.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Twister Light</td>
<td>4048</td>
<td>The swirling vortex cycles through red, blue and green colors for an intense light show</td>
<td>$12.89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sandscapes - Art in Motion</td>
<td>3771</td>
<td>Moving sand sculpture creates endless sand-dune vistas; 9”x7”; Assorted colors</td>
<td>$14.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zig Zag Drops Timer</td>
<td>3831</td>
<td>60 second visual timer; Assorted colors</td>
<td>$5.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Revolving Color Changing Fiber</td>
<td>3864</td>
<td>Lamp provides a dazzling visual display, 13”H; Assorted colors</td>
<td>$12.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Floating Color Timer</td>
<td>3106</td>
<td>Unique timer for the classroom or desk; Age 6+</td>
<td>$4.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zig Zag Drops Timer</td>
<td>3831</td>
<td>60 second visual timer; Assorted colors</td>
<td>$5.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Color Wheel Drops Timer</td>
<td>3644</td>
<td>Four chamber color timer</td>
<td>$6.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Color Rush Timer</td>
<td>3844</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spiral Drops Timer</td>
<td>3855</td>
<td>60 second visual timer; Assorted colors</td>
<td>$5.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prisma Light</td>
<td>3625</td>
<td>Plastic dome creates colorful shapes on the walls; Age 2+</td>
<td>$9.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transparent Optic Light w/ Color</td>
<td>3626</td>
<td>Multi-color changing LED light shows through the clear optic fibers &amp; the clear crystal base; 13”H; Assorted colors</td>
<td>$9.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Twister Light</td>
<td>4048</td>
<td></td>
<td>$12.89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Floating Color Timer</td>
<td>3106</td>
<td></td>
<td>$4.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prisma Light</td>
<td>3625</td>
<td></td>
<td>$9.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zig Zag Drops Timer</td>
<td>3831</td>
<td></td>
<td>$5.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Twister Light</td>
<td>4048</td>
<td></td>
<td>$12.89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Color Wheel Drops Timer</td>
<td>3644</td>
<td></td>
<td>$6.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prisma Light</td>
<td>3625</td>
<td></td>
<td>$9.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zig Zag Drops Timer</td>
<td>3831</td>
<td></td>
<td>$5.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Twister Light</td>
<td>4048</td>
<td></td>
<td>$12.89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Color Wheel Drops Timer</td>
<td>3644</td>
<td></td>
<td>$6.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prisma Light</td>
<td>3625</td>
<td></td>
<td>$9.99</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Additional Items**

- **Spiral Gel Activity Pad** 3246
  - Use alone or with Light Box; Non-toxic, phthalate-free, easy to clean; Age 3+; Regular 15”x15”; $32.95; Large 20”x20”; $48.95

- **Color Wheel Drops Timer** 3644
  - Four chamber color timer; Assorted colors; $6.99

- **Color Rush Timer** 3844
  - Four chamber color timer; Assorted colors; $6.99

- **Revolving Color Changing Fiber Optic Lamp** 3864
  - Lamp provides a dazzling visual display; 13”H; Assorted colors; $12.99

- **Twilight Turtle Classic** 3649
  - Creates magical, tranquil environments; Age 2+; $29.99

- **Color Wheel Drops Timer** 3644
  - 60 second visual timer; Assorted colors; $5.99

- **Color Rush Timer** 3844
  - Four chamber color timer; Assorted colors; $6.99

- **Ooze Tube Timer Large** 6043
  - 8” tall; 10 minute soothing timer; $17.99

- **Tranquil Turtle – Ocean** 3647
  - Combines both sight and sound features — projecting gentle underwater images and playing the soothing sounds of the sea; $39.99

- **Prisma Light** 3625
  - Plastic dome creates colorful shapes on the walls; Assorted colors; $9.99

- ** Bubble Motion Tumbler** 5355
  - Takes approximately 90 seconds for all droplets to clear zigzag and reach bottom; Assorted colors; $6.98
SOCIAL SKILLS

Products that help children & teens develop social, communication & language skills.

• Social Skills Games & Discussion Cards
• Feelings Posters  • Thumballs

Hidden Rules Card Game 3465
Four interactive card games that teach school age children “unwritten” social rules. Purchase individually or the complete set. Available in Everyday Social Skills, in the Classroom, In the Community, With Friends. Ages 6+  $22.95 ea  Complete set $83.95

Making & Keeping Friends 3882
Cards focus on real-life situations young teens face everyday. Available in Middle School & High School $18.95 ea

Language Builder Emotion Cards 3629
Help students identify & discuss feelings and emotions. All Ages  $32.99

Photo Social Stories Cards 3466
36 cards to help increase a child’s understanding of typical social situations. Age 5+ About Kids in school Social Skills in Everyday Situations. Available in: About Kids In School, Social Skills in Everyday Situations, About Kids In the Community, About Kids & Their Families  $23.95

Social Skills Bingo for Teens 3509
Help teens learn Social Skills. Age 12-18  $36.95

Explore Social Skills Card Set 3401
Vital High School Skills 50 laminated cards that fold to 4” x 6”, each explaining a different school-related social skill  $33.99

Explore Social Skills Curriculum 3402
Intervention program that focuses on 50 important skills & provides students step-by-step instruction through video modeling, photo-based directions & role playing; great for IEPs  $119.99

Dr. Playwell’s Card Games
Each game teaches the “emotional intelligence” that can help diminish current and future social and emotional problems.

Caring About Others 5068
Controlling Anger 6021
Coping With Stress 6022
Positive Thinking 6023
Communicating Feeling 6024
$22.95 ea

Emotions in Motion Wheel 4014
2-sided oval wheel with 8 common emotions on the front & 12 winning solutions on the back  $7.95

What Should I Do Now? 3645
A card game that teaches social decision making. Age 8+  $22.95

About Faces Card Game 3822
52 cards with faces representing 13 different feelings. Age 4+  $17.99

What Do I Do? Conversation Cards 3908
Help children understand how to handle social situations with poise, grace & confidence. Ages 5+  $11.99

Good Citizen Flash Cards 3879
Conscientious animals demonstrate responsible community behavior. Ages 3+  $13.99

I Heard Your Feelings Conversation Cards 4040
These flashcards give children the opportunity to discuss everyday social situations. Ages 3+  $11.99

Good Manners Flash Cards 3874
Learn good manners with the polite pigs. Ages 3+  $11.99

Respect the Earth Flash Cards 3876
Friendly animals show simple ways to reduce, reuse and recycle. Ages 3+  $9.99

Child’s Feeling Poster 5053
A great tool for helping children identify & express emotions  $9.95

Teen Feeling’s Poster 5054
Helps teen’s recognize & understand feelings  $9.95

EXPLORE SOCIAL SKILLS

Teacher’s Manual
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No More Meltdowns 3875
No More Meltdowns: This interactive tool is designed to establish steady communication about mood changes so that meltdowns can be avoided. Ages 5+ $29.95

Social Skills Board Game 3994
Each game has players discuss the solutions to challenging social situations. Ages 6+ $29.99

Know the Code 2294
Focuses on 50 relevant social skills, organized to mesh with a typical school day. SOCIAL SKILLS CARD GAME $29.99 Social Skills at School Curriculum $129.00

Speaker’s Box 3292
There’s no right or wrong answer! 86 write & wipe cards, 14 blanks for customization, storage box & Activity Guide. Age 6+ $17.99

ADHD Self-Control Problem Solving Cards 5071
Deal with ways to develop impulse control. Ages 6+ $18.95

ADHD Self-Control Problem-Solving Cards
Focuses on 53 relevant social skills, organized to mesh with a typical school day.

Social Skills Card Game $29.99
Social Skills at School Curriculum $129.00

Know the Code $17.99

ADHD Self-Control Problem Solving Cards

About Face Game 5375
Create a near-endless cast of characters from printed images of leaves, ribbons, coins, and a variety of other objects. $14.49

3D Color Sudoku 6147
Flip & rearrange all 9 Color Cubes on the 3 x 3 tray until each color appears once in every row and column. $18.49

Juke 24 Portable Jukebox 3951
Listen to your favorite songs, stories, lessons at the touch of a button. Available in red or black. $109.49

Ball of Whacks 2539
30 magnetic design blocks that can be rearranged into many shapes perfect for visual thinkers. Age 14+ Black; Red, Multicolor $20.99

Ball of Whacks – Rhombi 5391
12 rhombic, pyramid-shaped magnetic pieces that can be arranged in a variety of different ways. $23.49

StarCube 5067
Cubes turn into stars. $14.99

Jumbo Spiral Glitter Wand 1470
Plastic tube filled with shiny objects and swirling colors that glide back and forth. $6.49

Juke 24 Portable Jukebox

Ball of Whacks – Rhombi

Ivan’s Hinge 4070
Invisible hinge. Brain teaser & mind builder. $12.95

Gravity Maze 5305
Gravity-powered logic maze game that builds reasoning skills and visual perception. $23.49

6” Therapy, Learn & Play Thumball 1409
Throw it, catch it, look under your thumb and react to it! Options: My ABCs, My Numbers, Animals, Icebreaker $13.99 each

4” Therapy, Learn & Play Thumball 1413
Options: Category Mania, Emotions, Move Your Body, Who Are You, Parts of a Story, People Places & Things, Virtues & Values $10.99 each

About Face Game

Speaker’s Box

Juke 24 Portable Jukebox

3D Color Sudoku

Gravity Maze

Bullies, Victims & Bystanders 5078
Empower children to address and overcome destructive bullying behavior. $27.99

Speaking Box

ADHD Self-Control Problem-Solving Cards

ADHD Self-Control Problem-Solving Cards

Bullies, Victims & Bystanders

About Face Game

Social Skills at School Curriculum

Juke 24 Portable Jukebox

Ivan’s Hinge

Gravity Maze
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ADHD Self-Control Problem-Solving Cards
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Juke 24 Portable Jukebox

Ivan’s Hinge

Gravity Maze

Social Skills Board Game

No More Meltdowns

Social Skills Board Game

Know the Code

Speaker’s Box

ADHD Self-Control Problem-Solving Cards

About Face Game

Social Skills at School Curriculum

Juke 24 Portable Jukebox

Ivan’s Hinge

Gravity Maze

 SOCIAL SKILLS
MOTOR PLANNING

Products that teach the ability to conceive, plan, and carry out a skilled, non-habitual motor acts in the correct sequence from beginning to end.

Mini-Fold & Go
$54.99
Trampoline for younger children.

Fold & Go Portable Trampoline
$29.95
30” diameter; up to 550lb. Age 3+

Baby Trampoline
$78.99
25” diameter; up to 55lb. Age 18 months-3 years

Tactile Discs
$28.95
Set of 20: $133.98

Build ‘N Balance Set
$50.98
Combine parts to make obstacle courses and balance activities

Fun Junction Tunnel Set
$215.99
Four foot long tunnels

Tickle Me 9.5 Ft. Giant Tunnel
$159.99
Teach kids cooperative interaction with this giant sensory tunnel

9-Foot Children’s Obstacle Course See-You Tunnel
$64.99
Kids love wiggling through this tunnel!

9 Ft. Tunnel – Blue
$71.99
Kids love crawling through this tunnel of fun!

Toy Spinner Game
$109.29
Includes four brightly colored polyester target areas and six soft juggling balls

Throwing Game
$159.99
Sturdy swing comes ready to go

Climbing Rope Ladder
$42.49
Rope ladder provides endless fun.

Crawling Tunnels
$235.99
Options: 34” diameter $63.99
41” diameter $85.99

Build Your Own Obstacle Course
$69.99
Create your own obstacle course

Mono Trampoline
$119.50
Protective cushion, foam-covered handles & reinforced steel springs. Up to 120lb. Age 5+

$415.00

Monkey Swing
$18.49
Sturdy swing comes ready to go

Voyage Plus Obstacle Course
$249.99
Beast the beast to conquer the challenges

Build & Play Rainbow Trampoline
$62.99

Crawling Tunnel
$64.99
Kids love wiggling through this tunnel!

Adult supervision required. Please allow 1-4 weeks for delivery. Please call for an estimated ship date.

WWW.GOT-SPECIALKIDS.COM • 888-237-4988

Climbing Rope Ladder
$50.42
Rope ladder provides endless fun.

$22.99
## ACADEMIC SKILLS

Products that support large muscle development which encourages whole body movement. Core stabilizing muscles needed to perform everyday functions such as standing, walking, running & sitting upright.

- Swings • Crash Pads • Ball Pits • Bean Bag chairs

### Exercise & Therapy Balls & rolls

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Product</th>
<th>Features</th>
<th>Sizes/Options</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Body Sport Vestibular Disc 3389</td>
<td>One bumpy side for tactile stimulation &amp; one smooth side; 12&quot; x 6&quot; blue</td>
<td>$16.99</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Body Sport Pro Disc – Large 3607</td>
<td>Good for balance &amp; building core stability; 18&quot; x 6&quot; H</td>
<td>$31.49</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Movin' Sit Inflatable Wedge 3502</td>
<td>Smooth surface on one side with sensory points on the other</td>
<td>Options: 10&quot; x 10&quot; Green $29.98, 13&quot; x 13&quot; Blue $31.99</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Therapy Ball Chair 3184</td>
<td>Combines the benefits of ball therapy with the convenience of a chair base</td>
<td>Child $79.99 Adult $88.98</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jellyfish Chair 3900</td>
<td>A comfortable yet active sitting experience; includes hand air pump. 18.5&quot; x 20&quot; Colors: Denim blue, denim navy, red &amp; black</td>
<td>$139.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Body Support

- **Vestibular Disc** 3389
  - One bumpy side for tactile stimulation & one smooth side; 12" x 6"; blue
  - $16.99

- **Pro Disc – Large** 3607
  - Good for balance & building core stability; 18" x 6" H (when inflated)
  - $31.49

- **Movin’ Sit Inflatable Wedge** 3502
  - Smooth surface on one side with sensory points on the other
  - Options: 10" x 10" Green $29.98, 13" x 13" Blue $31.99

### Ball Support

起立和平衡

- **Stay N Place Ball** 3618
  - The same great feel as an ordinary therapy ball with the added benefit of weight
  - $29.99

- **Ball Support 2009**
  - Get the benefits of a therapy ball while on a stable surface.
  - Options: Sim fits ball size 18" - 22" $39.99, LG fits ball sizes 26" - 30" $48.99

### Sensory Saddle Roll 3601

- Textured surface provides tactile simulation to active seating & ball therapy routines.
- Yellow 46 cm x 16" $34.95
- Orange 46 cm x 16" $39.95
- Green 46 cm x 16" $44.95
- Red 46 cm x 16" $49.95

### Saddle Therapy Rolls 3199

- Easier-to-control than exercise balls & offer extra support; Up to 600 lb.
- Options:
  - Yellow 45 cm (18") $34.95
  - Orange 45 cm (22") $39.95
  - Green 45 cm (22") $44.95
  - Red 45 cm (22") $49.95

### Tactile Yuk-E-Medicine Balls 3733

- Filled with smoothly rounded polymer balls, free-floating in a non-toxic sea of gel.
- Options:
  - 1.1lbs Red $11.49
  - 2.2lbs Yellow $19.89
  - 3.3lbs Blue $27.89
  - 4.4lbs Green $37.99
- 6lbs Purple $42.79
- 8lbs Orange $58.49
- Set of 4 red, yellow, blue, green $54.99
- Complete Set of 6 $149.99

### Transparent Yuk-E-Ball 3299

- Filled with plastic balls and non-toxic gel
- Blue $11.97

### Yuk-E-Ball 5374

- 3 1/2 inches, Assorted Colors, Filled with 3/4 inch PVC balls and non-toxic gel.
- Set of 6 $32.20

### Exercise & Therapy Balls & rolls

- **Transparent Yuk-E-Ball** 3299
  - Filled with plastic balls and non-toxic gel.
  - Blue $11.97

- **Tactile Yuk-E-Medicine Balls** 3733
  - Filled with smoothly rounded polymer balls, free-floating in a non-toxic sea of gel.
  - Options:
    - 1.1lbs Red $11.49
    - 2.2lbs Yellow $19.89
    - 3.3lbs Blue $27.89
    - 4.4lbs Green $37.99
- 6lbs Purple $42.79
- 8lbs Orange $58.49
- Set of 4 red, yellow, blue, green $54.99
- Complete Set of 6 $149.99

- **Stay N Place Ball** 3618
  - The same great feel as an ordinary therapy ball with the added benefit of weight
  - $29.99

- **Ball Support 2009**
  - Get the benefits of a therapy ball while on a stable surface.
  - Options: Sim fits ball size 18" - 22" $39.99, LG fits ball sizes 26" - 30" $48.99

- **Body Sport Vestibular Disc** 3389
  - One bumpy side for tactile stimulation & one smooth side; 12" x 6"; blue
  - $16.99

- **Body Sport Pro Disc – Large** 3607
  - Good for balance & building core stability; 18" x 6" H (when inflated)
  - $31.49

- **Movin’ Sit Inflatable Wedge** 3502
  - Smooth surface on one side with sensory points on the other
  - Options: 10" x 10" Green $29.98, 13" x 13" Blue $31.99

- **Therapy Ball Chair** 3184
  - Combines the benefits of ball therapy with the convenience of a chair base
  - Child $79.99 Adult $88.98

- **Jellyfish Chair** 3900
  - A comfortable yet active sitting experience; includes hand air pump. 18.5" x 20"
  - Colors: Denim blue, denim navy, red & black
  - $139.95

- **Bean Chair** 3398
  - Gentle rocking movement offers soothing proprioceptive input & the high sides help enhance body awareness; ships flat, must be assembled.
  - Options:
    - Single: working load up to 150 lb.
    - 19.75" L X 15.5" W X 29.75" H $212.99
    - Double: working load up to 200 lb.
    - 25.75" L X 30.5" W X 40.5" H $279.99

- **Saddle Therapy Rolls** 3199
  - Easier-to-control than exercise balls & offer extra support; Up to 600 lb.
  - Options:
    - Yellow 45 cm (18") $34.95
    - Orange 45 cm (22") $39.95
    - Green 45 cm (22") $44.95
    - Red 45 cm (22") $49.95

- **Sensory Saddle Roll 3601**
  - Textured surface provides tactile simulation to active seating & ball therapy routines.
  - Yellow 46 cm x 16" $34.95
  - Orange 46 cm x 16" $39.95
  - Green 46 cm x 16" $44.95
  - Red 46 cm x 16" $49.95

- **Stay N Place Ball** 3618
  - The same great feel as an ordinary therapy ball with the added benefit of weight
  - $29.99

- **Ball Support 2009**
  - Get the benefits of a therapy ball while on a stable surface.
  - Options: Sim fits ball size 18" - 22" $39.99, LG fits ball sizes 26" - 30" $48.99

- **Body Sport Vestibular Disc** 3389
  - One bumpy side for tactile stimulation & one smooth side; 12" x 6"; blue
  - $16.99

- **Body Sport Pro Disc – Large** 3607
  - Good for balance & building core stability; 18" x 6" H (when inflated)
  - $31.49

- **Movin’ Sit Inflatable Wedge** 3502
  - Smooth surface on one side with sensory points on the other
  - Options: 10" x 10" Green $29.98, 13" x 13" Blue $31.99

- **Therapy Ball Chair** 3184
  - Combines the benefits of ball therapy with the convenience of a chair base
  - Child $79.99 Adult $88.98

- **Jellyfish Chair** 3900
  - A comfortable yet active sitting experience; includes hand air pump. 18.5" x 20"
  - Colors: Denim blue, denim navy, red & black
  - $139.95

- **Bean Chair** 3398
  - Gentle rocking movement offers soothing proprioceptive input & the high sides help enhance body awareness; ships flat, must be assembled.
  - Options:
    - Single: working load up to 150 lb.
    - 19.75" L X 15.5" W X 29.75" H $212.99
    - Double: working load up to 200 lb.
    - 25.75" L X 30.5" W X 40.5" H $279.99
Cube Chair Set 3996
Easy to clean, very sturdy & versatile.
Chair: $54.95 Tray: $78.99
Chair & Tray: $109.99
Set of 4 Cube Chairs: $168.88
Set of 4 Toys: $268.49

Bouncy Bands for Desk 3477
Feet can play while hands work.
$14.19

Bouncy Bands for MS & HS 6076
Designed specifically for chairs that are 17-24” wide.
$14.19

Bouncy Bands for Chairs 3603
Soothe the student’s anxiety, frustration & hyperactivity.
$12.19

The Original Foot Fidget 4009
Foot Fidget enhances focus and provides resistance exercise.
Attachments: $54.99 Portable: $71.95

Kore Wobble Chair 4062
A gently rounded ergonomic base allows you to move & flex without leaving your seat.
Colors: Blue, red, green, purple.
Options: Toddler: $69.99 Kids: $84.99

Kore Adjustable Wobble Chair 6075
$116.99

Zuma Rocker Series 5037
Seating that allows ergonomic movement for improved comfort and concentration.
Available in a variety of colors.
Options: 13” $105.00 15” $107.00 18” $115.00

Bouncy Bands for Desk 3477
Feet can play while hands work.
$14.19

Pudgy the Pig Switch Adapted Toy 3761
Snores & walks for hours of interactive fun.
$55.00

Penguin Race Switch Adapted Toy 3769*
Watch as the colorful penguins walk up the stairs & shoot down the slide.
$61.00

Peek-A-Boo Bear Switch Adapted Toy 3760*
Ideal for basic cause & effect or interactive play.
$88.49

BigMack Communicator 3232
Single message dedicated speech generating device.
$139.95

QuickTalker 1 3234
An easy-to-use, single-message communicator that enables speech.
$72.00

Big Red Switch 3757
5” diameter wired switch
$64.95

Jelly Bean Twist Switch 3758
2 ½” diameter wired switch
$65.00

Communication Picture Card Set 1316
400+ Pre-laminated and cut communication cards with great graphics.
$79.99

Basic Vocabulary Photo Card Set 1448
Help children build vocabulary by engaging with 16 everyday themes.
$26.99

Tranquil Blue Classroom Light Filters 5002
Lessen the brightness of fluorescent lights in the classroom, library, or office.
Set of 4: $29.99
Set of 3 Seasonal Light Filters: $34.22

Daily Visual Schedule Pocket Chart 3177
Display daily learning/ classroom schedule & teach time management
$19.98

Eeboo 100 Sight Words Flash Cards 5377
Levels 1, 2, 3.
$9.49

Fox in the Box 5383
Learn how to follow multi-step directions while learning positional words and rhymes.
$24.99

Box Chair Set 3996
Easy to clean, very sturdy & versatile.
Chair: $54.95 Tray: $78.99
Chair & Tray: $109.99
Set of 4 Cube Chairs: $168.88
Set of 4 Toys: $268.49

Bouncy Bands for Desk 3477
Feet can play while hands work.
$14.19

Bouncy Bands for MS & HS 6076
Designed specifically for chairs that are 17-24” wide.
$14.19

Bouncy Bands for Chairs 3603
Soothe the student’s anxiety, frustration & hyperactivity.
$12.19

The Original Foot Fidget 4009
Foot Fidget enhances focus and provides resistance exercise.
Attachments: $54.99 Portable: $71.95

Kore Wobble Chair 4062
A gently rounded ergonomic base allows you to move & flex without leaving your seat.
Colors: Blue, red, green, purple.
Options: Toddler: $69.99 Kids: $84.99

Kore Adjustable Wobble Chair 6075
$116.99

Zuma Rocker Series 5037
Seating that allows ergonomic movement for improved comfort and concentration.
Available in a variety of colors.
Options: 13” $105.00 15” $107.00 18” $115.00

Bouncy Bands for Desk 3477
Feet can play while hands work.
$14.19

Pudgy the Pig Switch Adapted Toy 3761
Snores & walks for hours of interactive fun.
$55.00

Penguin Race Switch Adapted Toy 3769*
Watch as the colorful penguins walk up the stairs & shoot down the slide.
$61.00

Peek-A-Boo Bear Switch Adapted Toy 3760*
Ideal for basic cause & effect or interactive play.
$88.49

BigMack Communicator 3232
Single message dedicated speech generating device.
$139.95

QuickTalker 1 3234
An easy-to-use, single-message communicator that enables speech.
$72.00

Big Red Switch 3757
5” diameter wired switch
$64.95

Jelly Bean Twist Switch 3758
2 ½” diameter wired switch
$65.00

Communication Picture Card Set 1316
400+ Pre-laminated and cut communication cards with great graphics.
$79.99

Basic Vocabulary Photo Card Set 1448
Help children build vocabulary by engaging with 16 everyday themes.
$26.99

Tranquil Blue Classroom Light Filters 5002
Lessen the brightness of fluorescent lights in the classroom, library, or office.
Set of 4: $29.99
Set of 3 Seasonal Light Filters: $34.22

Daily Visual Schedule Pocket Chart 3177
Display daily learning/ classroom schedule & teach time management
$19.98

Eeboo 100 Sight Words Flash Cards 5377
Levels 1, 2, 3.
$9.49

Fox in the Box 5383
Learn how to follow multi-step directions while learning positional words and rhymes.
$24.99

*Switch not included with Switch Adapted Toys; Choose Big Red (3757) or Jelly Bean Switch (3758)
Pop for Sight Words 3549
Fun word learning game. 2 versions available.
Ages 6+ Individually $8.49 ea
or bundle both $15.49
Pop for Addition & Subtraction 3636
$9.99

Sentence Buildings 5035
Parts of Speech Activity Set. Ages 6+
$19.49
Kids 1063
Dinosaur 4061
Mythical Creatures 6062
Captain Underpants 6060

Find It
Spies, Twist, or Shake & to find hidden objects. Ages 6+
$9.49

Classroom Up & Down Counter 3482
Digital timer shows both seconds & minutes as it counts down or up
1-100 minutes $9.99
TIME TIMERS SEE PAGE 32

Froggy Feeding Fun 5031
Develops counting & color recognition
$17.99

Pop for Addition & Subtraction 3636
$9.99

Multiplication Fun 3927
Builds multiplication 
& division skills using slices of pizza
$14.99

Pizza Faction Fun 3927
This clever game teaches fraction concepts and skills using slices of pizza
$14.99

Super Sorting Pie 3952
Introduces essential skills such as counting, colors, shapes, fruit attributes, sorting, and organization.
Ages 3+ $21.99

Helping Hands Fine Motor Tool Set 4029
Twist, scoop, squeeze, and build little hand muscles with four of our finest tools.
Ages 3+ $12.99

OiDroids - Pop Out & Build Robots 6012
Droids are simple and fun to build – just pop out each character, follow the icons for the pre-creased folds either away or together and join the tabs to the slots $9.49

Goodie Games – ABC Cookies 5379
Fun game reinforces alphabet and letter recognition, beginning sounds, and early vocabulary.
$18.88

Food Groups Wooden Play Food 5303
21 Hand painted wooden pieces and 4 crates.
$19.49

Puzzle Globe 5314
Rotating Puzzle Globe highlights continents, oceans, landmarks & animals.
$21.49

Helping Hands Fine Motor Tool Set 4029
$12.99

Peg Friend’s Around Town 5387
Community characters can be mixed, matched, and stacked.
$16.98

Avalanche Fruit Stand 5311
Spin the wheel, then use the jumbo tweezers to pick or place fruit.
$13.99

Fresh Picked Fruit & Veggie Tote 5124
Fill a tote with nutritious, freshly designed produce and invite early dramatic play.
$17.49

Pizza Faction Fun 3927
This clever game teaches fraction concepts and skills using slices of pizza
$14.99

Farmer’s Market 6094
Helps children develop color recognition and sorting skill
$29.99

Peg Friend’s Around Town 5387
$16.98

Oodroids - Pop Out & Build Robots 6012
Droids are simple and fun to build – just pop out each character, follow the icons for the pre-creased folds either away or together and join the tabs to the slots $9.49

Goodie Games – ABC Cookies 5379
Fun game reinforces alphabet and letter recognition, beginning sounds, and early vocabulary.
$18.88

Farmers’ Market 6094
Helps children develop color recognition and sorting skill
$29.99

Oodroids - Pop Out & Build Robots 6012
$9.49
All Ready for Preschool

**Language Builder: Sequencing Cards** 5133
Introduce students to sequencing, and help them understand the logical order of events. $45.99

**Language Builder: Occupational Cards** 5134
Students can identify and discuss different jobs and careers. $45.99

**Language Builder: Emotion Cards** 5829
Help students identify and discuss feelings & emotions. $32.99

**Brain Teaser Kit** 6044
Includes 8 different brain teasers. $23.99

**Math Dice** 5150
Sharpen math & problem solving skills with a fun dice game. $4.99

**Pathwords** 5304
A fun combination of a logic puzzle and a word search game. $19.49

Make getting ready for school so much fun that they will want to keep learning!

The All Ready for School Readiness Kits are a comprehensive collection of activities, hands-on tools, and more! With this specially designed kit, learning is fun while targeting essential skills. The Parent Guide is structured upon an easy-to-follow Ready, Set, Go lesson framework, which eases your child into grade-appropriate subjects through engaging activities and games that progress in difficulty. Only $23

**All Ready for Kindergarten** 5381

**All Ready for First Grade** 5382

**Picture Noun Card Set** 4034
Help students learn key language concepts with visual cues and images. $134.99

**Picture Noun Card Set** 4034

**Flashcards** 5362
Develop early reading, number identification & counting skills. $14.29

**Roller Coaster Challenge** 6329
Build an amusement park in your living. $22.99

**Roller Coaster Challenge** 6329

**Tell The Time** 6008
Develop matching and memory skills. $12.99

**Tell The Time** 6008

**Pathwords** 5304

**Picture Noun Card Set** 4034

**Shopping List Memory Game** 5381
Develop matching and memory skills. $15.29

**Shopping List Memory Game** 5381

**Action Builder Cards** 6077
Students learning to construct grammatically correct sentences. $47.49

**Action Builder Cards** 6077

**Picture Noun Card Set** 4034

**Flashcards** 5362

**Kaleidoscope Puzzle** 6045
Color Mixing Logic Game $9.49

**Kaleidoscope Puzzle** 6045

**Amaze** 3307
16 mazes-in-1 Age 8+ $9.99

**Amaze** 3307

**Tell The Time** 6008

**Flashcards** 5362

**Roller Coaster Challenge** 6329

**Brain Teaser Kit** 6044

**Pathwords** 5304

**Amaze** 3307

**Kaleidoscope Puzzle** 6045

**Roller Coaster Challenge** 6329

**Language Builder: Sequencing Cards** 5133

**Language Builder: Occupational Cards** 5134

**Language Builder: Emotion Cards** 5829

**All Ready for Kindergarten** 5381

**All Ready for First Grade** 5382
Sensory Reset Totes are filled with age-appropriate sensory tools that will help students re-focus, re-energize and self-regulate. Get students back on track with these sensory-rich tools that address a wide variety of sensory needs. Items are packaged in a convenient storage tote.

**Preschool (Ages 3+) 4008**
- Hush Buddy Ear Muffs
- Comfy Sensory Body Sack (Small)
- What’s It? 3D Puzzle
- Sensory Vibrating Pillow
- Sensory Shapes (6 pk)
- Sensory Twizzler, String & My ABCs, Pop Tubes (set of 5)
$149.95

**Intermediate (ages 11-14) 4008**
- 2-Speed Vibrating Massager
- Gel Weighted Lap Pad (7 lbs)
- Comfy Sensory Body Sack (Large)
- Tangle Relax
- Crazy Eyed Monster
- Stress-Less Gel Ball
- Spaghetti Ball
- Star Cube
- Hearing Safe Ear Muffs
$137.95

**Elementary (ages 6-10) 4008**
- Kids’ Find It Game
- Vibrating Love Bug
- Fabric Marble Maze
- Comfy Sensory Body Sack (Large)
- Hearing Safe Ear Muffs
- Bendeez
- Stretchy Mice & Cheese
- Ziggy Pasta Ball
- Ooze Tube Timer
- Weighted Puppet Snake (4 lbs)
$159.95

**High School (ages 14+) 4008**
- Spiral Drops Timer
- Bug Out Bob
- Vibrating Snake Massager
- Tangle Totally Textured Fidget
- Big Ball of Whacks
- Body Sport Vestibular Disc
- Ultimate 10 Noise Reduction Headphone
$129.95

**Adult 4008**
- Ultimate 10 Noise Reduction Headphones
- Gel Maze
- Light-Up Asterix Ball
- Stretchy Mike & Cheese
- Thinking Putty
- Star Ball
- U Fidget
- Neon Pin Art
- Light UP Fimal
$129.95

---

**Wooden Bead Game 1311**
Great Way to Teach Matching and Sequencing. Ages 4+. $24.99

**Before & After 4043**
Teaches the logical relationship between cause and effect. Ages 3+. $15.99

**All in Order Sequencing Activity 4044**
Develops reasoning, narrative skills and logical thinking. Ages 3+. $15.99

**Watch This Face Puzzle Pairs 4042**
Match situations with emotional responses. Ages 3+. $15.99

**Shape Sequencing Sorting Set 4032**
Teaches recognizing color, shape and size, and sorting objects into groups. Ages 3+. $13.95

**Shape Sorting Clock 4084**
Children learn how to identify colors, recognize numbers, distinguish shapes & tell time. Ages 3+. $11.99

**Stacking Shapes Pegboard 5101**
Practice colors, shapes, sorting, stacking & more. $15.99

---

**Jumbo Tweezers Pack of 12 4027**
Helps develop the pincher grasp & fine motor skills
$12.99

**Gator Grabber Tweezers Pack of 12 5386**
$10.99

**Tumble Trak Marble Run 3901**
Endless combinations of designs provide multiple levels of learning. Ages 5+. $17.89

---

**Shape Sorting Clock**
Children learn how to identify colors, recognize numbers, distinguish shapes & tell time. Ages 3+. $11.99

**Stacking Shapes Pegboard**
Practice colors, shapes, sorting, stacking & more. $15.99

---

**Freshly Picked**
Got-Special KIDS
WWW.GOT-SPECIALKIDS.COM • 888-237-4988

---

**Sensory Reset Totes**
Sensory Reset Totes are filled with age-appropriate sensory tools that will help students re-focus, re-energize and self-regulate. Get students back on track with these sensory-rich tools that address a wide variety of sensory needs. Items are packaged in a convenient storage tote.

---

**Sensory Reset Totes**
Sensory Reset Totes are filled with age-appropriate sensory tools that will help students re-focus, re-energize and self-regulate. Get students back on track with these sensory-rich tools that address a wide variety of sensory needs. Items are packaged in a convenient storage tote.
Tot Tunnel Climber  
Versatile climber features a tunnel to crawl through, a ramp to slide down & graduated steps for climbing.  
$419.99

Cube Chair & Edutray  
Easy to clean, very sturdy & versatile.  
Cube Chair  $54.95  
Edutray  $78.99  
Cube chair & edutray  $109.99

Snap-n-Learn Matching Dinos  
Learn about colors & shapes while building fine motor skills.  
$16.49

Soft Balance Beam  
Allows for the perfect balance between safety and exploration.  
$109.00

Butterfly Climber  
The butterfly climber gives young ones nonstop enjoyment as they build their muscles, improve their balancing skills all while learning new colors.  
$221.49

Mini Fold & Go Trampoline  
This sturdy trampoline comes with padded frame cover & handle.  
$62.99

Juballees Stacking Balls  
The six halves of the Juballees easily click in place and can be mixed to make new color combinations.  
$13.49

Ombbe Cube  
Grab, explore, sort and discover with the six textured, rubbery, tethered shapes.  
$15.99

Spin Again  
Drop the vibrant discs onto the threaded conecrew pole & watch as they spin fast and settle onto the reversible base.  
$12.49

Count & Build Tot  
Identify colors, shapes & numbers with this fun robot.  
$12.49

Teddy Bear Mat  
Super soft mats can be placed on the top of any tumbling mat or crash pad, making plumping and falling fun and not so scary.  
Baby Bear Mat  3’ x 4’ x 3”  
Mama Bear Mat  4’ x 4’ x 3”  
Set of both mats  $279.99

Tumble Trak Mat  
Designed for discovery & soft play, folds into easy-to-manage sections for storage.  
Available in a variety of colors  
$89.99

Adapta-Bench  
Durable yet lightweight bench can be used indoors or outdoors.  
Available in blue, red, green, yellow  
$89.99
**PRODUCT SELECTION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Quantity</th>
<th>Product Number</th>
<th>Product Description</th>
<th>Price Each</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**Note:** Shipping and handling fees will be determined and applied during shipping.

**Merchandise Total:**

**BILL TO:**

- **Name:**
- **Address:**
- **City:**
- **State:**
- **Zip:**
- **Phone:**
- **Fax (opt):**
- **Email:**

**SHIPTO:** (if different)

- **Name:**
- **Address:**
- **City:**
- **State:**
- **Zip:**
- **Phone:**
- **Fax (opt):**
- **Email:**

**PAYMENT**

- [ ] Check (Make payable to Got-Autism)
- [ ] Invoice our account: Purchase Order #

**Credit Card**
- [ ] Visa
- [ ] Mastercard
- [ ] American Express
- [ ] Discover

**Credit Card Account Number**

**Exp Date**

**Signature:**

**MAIL:**
- Got-Special KIDS
- 10052 Commerce Park Dr.
- Cincinnati, OH 45246

**PHONE:**
- 888-237-4988

**FAX:**
- 513-881-7010

**ONLINE:**
- Got-SpecialKIDS.com • 888-237-4988
Students encounter a variety of emotions in and outside the classroom: school, work, family life, relationships, peer pressure and social media. No wonder children are more stressed than ever! Got-Special KIDS has partnered with local schools to establish reset rooms. A safe place where students can go to reset, recharge & return to class.

“Students are exhibiting defiance at a new level. They have trouble listening, sitting still and doing what is asked of them. The behaviors can be distributive to the entire classroom. Our reset room provides us with an option to help the student instead of repeating discipline options.”

— Mr. Hammons, Principal

“The room has kept me out of a lot of trouble.”

— Logan

• Calming Sounds & Lighting
• Yoga & Meditation Mats
• Distraction Aids & Fidgets
• Relaxing Seating Options
• Aggression Releasing Aids

For more information on establishing a reset room in your school contact Got-Special KIDS @ 888-237-4988